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FROM THE EDITOR 

Molleurus Couperus' 
Grand Adventure 

M 
olleurus Couperus was an intrepid explorer. 
While unfailingly cheerful and courte
ous, affable with the famous and the powerful, 

Molleurus allowed no one to divert him from the pursuit 
of truth. As a member of the Lorna Linda University 
medical school faculty and the first editor of Spectrum 
(1968-1974), Molleurus enticed many into sharing his 
quest. 

On January 31, 1998, Molleurus Couperus, at the age 
of 92, died in Lorna Linda, California. For more than 35 
years, he served as professor and chair of the depart
ment of dermatology at the Lorna Linda University 
Medical Center. His students and readers will remember 
Molleurus as a gentle teacher capable of being an 
Adventist Indiana Jones. 

Molleurus' adventures were not only intellectual. 
Born in the Netherlands to a mother who would 
subsequently hide Jews from the Nazis, Molleurus 
crossed the ocean to earn a B.A. from Emmanuel 
Missionary College. He immediately traveled to the 
Dutch East Indies (now Indonesia) for a year as a 
missionary, before returning to the United States to earn 
an M.D. in 1934 at the College of Medical Evangelists. 
Over the next few years, Molleurus studied at Edinburgh 
University, traveled to Palestine and Jordan, and took 
three years of specialty training at Columbia University 
in New York City before returning in 1942 as a board
certified dermatologist to the faculty of the medical 
school from which he had graduated in southern 
California. Molleurus never stopped crisscrossing the 
globe, visiting scholars and research sites on the 
frontiers of science and theology. 

On his hundreds of international trips, Molleurus 
became friends with the famous. During a visit to Jordan, 

Adventist nurse to slip surreptitiously into the royal harem 
to treat the king's grandson, Hussein. The patient 
responded well, and Molleurus escaped execution. 
Years later, Jordan's present King Hussein thanked 
Molleurus for saving his life. 

Molleurus' spiritual quest led him in the 1950s to edit 
a journal studying Creation and evolution. He went on 
from there to a lifetime exploring physical anthropol
ogy, a subject he taught for many years at the University 
of California at Los Angeles (see Ronald Numbers' 
defmitive study, The Creationists [New York: Knopf, 
1994D. A recurring visitor to Africa's Olduvai Gorge, 
Molleurus entertained Louis Leakey in southern Califor
nia and arranged for him to lecture to Molleurus' UCLA 
anthropology class. 

During its crucial first six years of publication, 
Molleurus infused Spectrum with his own boldness and 
irenic independence. His editorial flair persisted be
yond his six years as editor. He secured for Spectrum a 
long-lost transcript of two 1919 conferences that con
vened Adventist professors and denominational lead
ers, including the president of the General Conference, 
A. G. Daniells. Sixty years after the event, Spectrum was 
the first-and still only-journal to publish two days' 
candid discussion of Ellen White's mission and author-
ity. Many believe it was Spectrum :s- single most impor
tant contribution to Adventist thinking. 

Molleurus Couperus, a wonderful and fascinating 
friend, will be remembered by not only his wife, Dos, 
his surviving brother and sister, his four daughters and 
12 grandchildren, but also by an Adventist community 
forever drawn to new vistas by the example of his 
adventure of faith. 

...... in..the .. Holy: .. Land, .. Couperus.was .. persuaded .. by ..... an.-·-····-··-··············-··-·-··-··· ·········-· -- ·---··-·····-······-········-Roy--Branson 
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ARTICLES 

The Year of SDA 
Congregationalism 
Five independent Adventist congregations emerged in 1996 

and 1997. Is this a trend? 

by Alita Byrd 

F
IVE ADVENTIST PASTORS ACROSS THE UNITED 

States have established churches inde
pendent of the Seventh-day Adventist 

Church. The pastors involved are well-known, 
some nationally. Organized separately over 
an 18-month period from May 1996 to Novem
ber 1997, all these churches now control their 
own tithe dollars and assets. They say they are 
pursuing a new, gospel-centered ministry, 
using contemporary worship methods to reach 
the unchurched. In 1997, they cooperated in 
forming the Evangelical Sabbath Association. 

The largest congregation has a weekly at
tendance of about 600 persons; two others 
have about 400 attending. The first Adventist 
pastor to start an independent congregational 
church was Eric Bahme, senior pastor in 
Woodinville, Washington, near Seattle. Bahme 
was terminated from employment by the Sev
enth-day Adventist Church in May 1996. He, 

Alita Byrd, a graduate of Columbia Union College, in Takoma 
Park, Maryland, is seroing an editorial internship at The 
Washingtonian magazine in Washington, D.C. She is 
-Spec:trum's-editorial-assistant,-· ·--- ·-··---·-- - -~----·-----
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and 98 percent of his congregation, started the 
New Life Fellowship of Congregational Sev
enth-day Adventists, a non-denominational, 
unaffiliated church in Woodinville. Currently, 
they have an average attendance of 140. 

Next, Bob Bretsch, former senior pastor of 
the 1,450-member Sunnyside Seventh-day 
Adventist Church in Portland, Oregon, was 
fired in May 1997 and told he could no longer 
pastor in the Oregon Conference. Now he 
pastors the Bridge City Community Church in 
Portland. Bridge City, which began meeting in 
June and now attracts more than 600 people 
in Sabbath worship each week, understands 
itself to be an independent church with theol
ogy rooted in Adventism. 

The next to start an independent ministry 
was Chad McComas. For six years, McComas 
served as senior pastor of the 600-member 
church in Medford, Oregon. In December 
1996, the conference told him he could no 
longer pastor the Medford church. On July 5, 
1997, the Set Free Christian Fellowship held its 

--first--serviee--in-MeElferEi,-unEier--MeGemas!: 
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leadership, with 60 people attending. 
When Richard Fredericks, pastor of the 600-

member Damascus Seventh-day Adventist 
Church in Maryland, ceased to be employed 
by the Seventh-day Adventist Church on Oc
tober 27, 1997, most of his members followed 
him to the independent Damascus Road Com
munity Church, worshiping in the local high 
school. This new, non-denominational con
gregation, about 30 miles north of Washing
ton, D.C., continues to meet on Sabbaths, 
offering a "Saturday morning option for the 
burned, the bored, and the bypassed." Ap
proximately 400 attend 

port, guidance, and resources for pastors and 
congregations who have left the denomina
tion. The association formed in late July 1997 
under the direction of Don Ashlock, a Port
land, Oregon, businessman who had long 
dreamed of an association dedicated to the 
congregationalist community. The Evangeli
cal Sabbath Association states that its mission 
is to equip, serve, and empower grace-based 
Sabbath celebrating ministries. The pastors 
and congregations participating in the asso
ciation emphasize that it is not another de
nomination. Still in its infancy, the Evangelical 

Sabbath Association 
each week. 

Most recently, Clay 
Peck had his creden
tials revoked by the 
Rocky Mountain Con
ference on November 
5, 1997. He has been 
pastor of Grace Place, 
a 400-member congre
gation meeting at the 
Berthoud High School 
in Berthoud, Colorado, 
about 40 miles north of 

Each year, Willow Creek As
sociation-with more than 
2,200memberchurchesfrom 
70 denominations-holds a 

also maintains a World 
Wide Web page offer
ing information on the 
churches involved with 
the association. 

Many have re
marked on the similar
ities of the Evangelical 
Sabbath Association to 
the Protestant, non-de
nominational Willow 
Creek Association, also 
organized to support 
congregational minis
try. Each year, Willow 
Creek Association
with more than 2,200 

Denver, since Septem
ber 14, 1996. The con
gregation had formed 
their own non-profit 

leadership conference, at
tended for years by Adventist 
pastors and members. The 
Evangelical Sabbath Associa
tion was founded during the 
1997 Willow Creek Leader
ship Conference. 

organization even before they began meeting 
independently. They have retained their as
sets and meet in the same location, though 
they are no longer an official Adventist church. 

member churches from 70 denominations 
and 15 countries-holds workshops and 
conferences, as well as one large annual 
church leadership conference. Seventh-day 
Adventist pastors and church members have 
been attending these conferences for years, 
and the Evangelical Sabbath Association 
was founded during the Willow Creek Lead-

The Evangelical Sabbath 
Association 

ership Conference in 1997. Although Wil-

p art of what makes the events of 1996 and low Creek gave them a model, Ashlock 
1997 seem like a movement is that these says, "this is a pre-Willow Creek phenom-

five new, independent churches all participate enon. Willow Creek has just provided oxy-
intheEvangelicalSabbathAssociation,aloosely gen to a flame already burning in Adven-
. organized ___ group __ of __ churches-providing~sup.~---- -- ----tis.m.~------- --~-~ ----------------~-~---~ -------~-~---~-------·--------~-----------
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Links Among the Five 
Churches 

I n discussing the similar situations of these 
five pastors and their congregations, several 

issues regularly arise. The most frequently 
discussed issue is control. Should local churches 
be able to control some of their tithe dollars? 
Similarly, should local churches be able to hire 
staff paid by the church instead of the confer
ence? Another important issue, though often 
de-emphasized, is theology. For example, 
several of these pastors do not believe that the 
visible Adventist Church should be defined as 
the "remnant." All claim to be completely 
gospel-centered. A third issue is worship. All 
the congregations employ innovative tech
niques, reaching out to people they feel have 
been neglected by traditional Adventist wor
ship. 

The New Life Christian 
Fellowship: Woodinville, 

Washington 

The New Life Christian Fellowship ~f Co~
gregational Seventh-day Adventists m 

Woodinville, Washington, is the only church 
of the five to separate from the denomination 
and retain the Seventh-day Adventist name. 
"We are definitely evangelical in theology," 
says Eric Bahme, the pastor, "but we still fit 
within the Adventist parameters." According 
to Bahme, theology was never mentioned as 
a reason for his termination. Problems with the 
conference included the style of worship 
service, led by a non-Adventist worship leader, 
and the fact that not all tithe dollars were going 
to the conference. 

The New Life Christian Fellowship currently 
has 60 members, with a total of 180 associated 
with the ministry. They sponsor many events, 

jANUARY 1998 

and book center. The congregation has also 
made a commitment to fully subsidize the 
education of members' children. "We're in it 
for the long haul," says Bahme. "We are creat
ing a lasting ministry." 

According to Bahme, he receives several E
mail messages every day from all over North 
America and around the world from people 
wanting to make a similar transition to congre
gational independence. Bahme says he knows 
of 15 to 18 senior pastors (in addition to the 
five discussed in this article) "who will most 
likely be terminated or quit to start new 
churches. In the beginning they were mostly 
fired. Now they are seeing a better option and 
leaving." Bahme admits that the movement of 
independent Adventist congregations is still 
relatively small, but claims that it is also 
primarily composed of middle- to upper-class 
Anglo-Saxons-the segment of the popula
tion with the most money and resources. 

5 
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Bridge City Community 
Church: Portland, Oregon 

leadership style and attitudes. Bretsch twice 
diverted his tithe to help needy situations, and 
once sent his tithe to the Montana Conference. 

Bob Bretsch, after serving as the senior He also revealed to the conference adrninistra-
pastor of the Union College church, was tion that he paid tithe from net, not gross 

senior pastor, from 1992 to 1997, of the 1,450- income. The conference declared such a prac-
member Sunnyside church in Portland, Or- tice unacceptable, whereupon Bretsch apolo-
egon, the largest congregation in the largest gized and offered to comply with North Ameri-
conference of the North Pacific Union. On can Division policy, which states that tithing is 
May 29, 1997, the Oregon Conference fired a requirement of church employment and is 
him. A little more than one month later, on july expected of local church officers (NAD Work-
1, 1997, Bretsch was asked to become the ing Policy, D 55 20 and T 05). Though tithing 
pastor of the newly formed Bridge City Com- practices were a major concern, Bretsch's de-
munityChurch. DuffGorle and Marc Schelske, fenders emphasize that Sunnyside's tithe went 
associate pastors at up every year Bretsch 
Sunnyside with Bretsch, 1b fi l d d was senior pastor. 
also joined the pastoral e most requentry iSCUSSe AccordingtoBretsch, 
team of the new con- issue is control. Another im- another concern of the 
gregation. . . h l R Oregon Conference 

When Bretsch came portant ZSSUe ZS t eO ogy. or was that Sunnyside, in 
in 1992, Sunnyside was example, many of these pas- order to facilitate its 
knownasachurchwith tors do not believe that the various ministries, was 
a "culturally educated employing the equiva-
base" and had a for- visible Adventist Church lentoffourpastorsand 
mal, traditional church should be defined as the "rem- paying them out of the 
service. According to local church budget. 
George Gainer, the as- nant. "A third issue is worship. According to Bretsch, 

sociate pastor of All the congregations employ this was "portrayed as 
Sunnyside who re- an open invitation to 
mained, "This was the innovativeworshiptechniques. congregationalism." 
'classicalmusicchurch' The situation at 
of the Northwest." Bretsch brought several Sunnyside differed from most of the other 
innovations, including a strong youth pro- churches. Instead of only an external split 
gram, a contemporary worship service, a between a congregation and the conference, 
downstairs espresso bar, and Messianic jew- the congregation split internally. Some mem-
ish dancing. According to Bretsch, though bers formed a new church, while others re-
many members appreciated the changes, a mained in the old church facility and returned 
"Group of 60," who "really did not like what the worship service to what it was prior to 
we were doing, used the political resources Bretsch's arrival. 
available to them to undermine what the will Currently, the new Bridge City Community 
of the church was." Church is operating successfully. "It is all 

The "Group of 60" brought a document of about reaching lost people," Bretsch says. 
concerns about Bretsch and his ministry to the "Our purpose-driven ministry is so exciting 
conference officials. They questioned his tith- that a Sunday-keeping congregation is coming 

.. -.Jngpra.ctic.es __ and_philosophy, ... as __ welLas.his~ .. - . .to.:worship .. with_us ... We.ha:ve.approximately 
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600 attending." The Sunnyside church, on the 
other hand, no longer has a contemporary 
worship service and voted to suspend the 
Saturday night "seeker service," according to 
Gainer. "The battle is still raging. It's not over," 
Gainer says. "This is the saddest thing I've seen 
in ministry." 

Set Free Christian Fellowship: 
Medford, Oregon 

The independent fellowship began July 5, 
1997, although its guiding spirit, Chad 

McComas, had already been replaced as pas
tor of the 600-member Medford, Oregon, 
church in December 1996. According to 
McComas, the Oregon Conference told him he 
could no longer pastor because his wife had 
a prescription drug addiction. Five months 
later, on May 30, 1997, he officially resigned as 
a pastor in the conference. "I knew my future 
[as a pastor in the Oregon Conference] was 
over. I was labeled," McComas said. 

McComas had been hired 20 years before by 
the Oregon Conference. He had served as 
senior pastor of the Medford church for six 
years. He had also served for six years on the 
conference executive committee. 

McComas and his wife were very open 

fired across the country. If you don't fit the 
mold, [the denomination] doesn't have a place 
for you. . . . Five people in my family, all 
pastors, have been pushed out of the church." 

After resigning his position as pastor in the 
Oregon Conference, McComas decided to 
stay in Medford and start a center concerned 
with addiction and fellowship, since "the Ad
ventist Church doesn't know how to deal with 
addictive people." July 5, 1997, was the first 
Sabbath of Set Free Christian Fellowship-as 
close to Independence Day as possible. More 
than 60 people attended the first service. 

Set Free Christian Fellowship is directed by 
a board of volunteer consultants and envi
sions future branches, such as a recovery 
center for in-house treatment, and a resource 
center. They organize many Christian 12-step 
support groups that help people in recovery 
from all sorts of addictions. 

McComas says, "It's more fun working for 
God than the denomination. We're reaching all 
kinds of people the [Adventist] Church could 
never reach .... We are not trying to compete, 
only trying to reach the people they can't." 

Damascus Road Community 
Church: Damascus, Maryland 

about the addiction problem. Although this Richard Fredericks, senior pastor of the 
was an issue, other issues also contributed to Damascus Road Community Church, and 
his departure as senior pastor. Some members Bob Fournier, associate pastor, together with 
of the congregation were unhappy with his the majority of their congregation in Dam-
leadership, and, according to McComas, one ascus, Maryland, became a congregational 
member allegedly withheld $180,000 in tithe church independent of the Seventh-day Ad-
from the conference until such time as the ventist denomination on October 27, 1997. 
conference would remove McComas as senior Those who remained behind continue to meet 
pastor. For McComas, the most important in the Damascus church building, which is 
issues were control, money, and power. owned by the Potomac Conference. They 

Though McComas is still a credentialed, comprise the Damascus Grace Fellowship 
ordained Seventh-day Adventist pastor, he Church, a new congregation that is part of the 
says, "I don't trust the church anymore. . . . Seventh-day Adventist denomination. The 
There's a witch hunt going on in the Adventist pastor is David Newman, a former editor of 
Church, __ so_manyoLmy:_friends_haYeheen ______ MinistgLmagazine._He_deliYered_hisJirsLser-:: 
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mon at the church November 1, 1997. ing to give nearly the same amount locally. 
In 1992, Fredericks left his position as According to Fredericks, his congregation 

associate professor of religion at Columbia wanted him to pay tithe to the conference, 
Union College to become pastor of the Sev- because "they didn't want me fired over that. 
enth-day Adventist church in Damascus, Mary- It wasn't worth it." 
land, a congregation of about 100 members. But the issue of who held title to property 
Fredericks introduced an innovative worship was more difficult. In October 1997, Fredericks 
style, including drama and contemporary live was asked to speak to the Potomac Confer-
music, and organized a variety of small out- ence Executive Committee. Fredericks ad-
reach groups. In five years, the membership dressed the issue of a local congregation 
grew to 600. holding land, as well as the conviction of the 

In 1995, with conference committee sup- pastors that the Seventh-day Adventist de-
port, the congregation voted to change the nomination should not be simply equated 
church name to the Damascus Road Commu- with God's remnant. "The gospel, not our law-
nityChurch. When they keeping," said Fred-
outgrew their church uTbis is de'tnite/1J a trend. ericks, "defines all who 
building, they began :I' 'J constitute God's 'rem-
holding Sabbath ser- Tbere iS no turning back." nant' people." 
vices in an auditorium -Clay Peck After discussing 
at the local high school. Fredericks' remarks, the 
They began making UNor does the church at large Potomac Conference 

plans to build a larger face an imminent threat of Executive Committee 
worship center and to concluded that Fred-
purchase land through fragmentation into indepen- ericks must dissolve 

their newly formed dent congregations . ... I see DRCC, Inc., and set 
non-profit organiza- October 27 as a dead-
tion, Damascus Road no evidence of a trend in this line. When Fredericks 
Community Church, direction." didnotcomply,hiscre-
Inc. (DRCC, Inc.). -William Johnsson dentials were revoked. 

Throughout this During all these pro-
growth in ministry, problems between the ceedings, DRCC, Inc. continued to negotiate 
Damascus church and the conference esca- the purchase of225 acres which, in addition to 
lated. Early in 1997, at a church business a new worship facility, may someday include 
meeting, Fredericks announced that it was his a day-care center, school, auditorium, athletic 
intent and practice to give 60 percent of his fields, Christian arts center, non-alcoholic bar 
personal tithe to the local church, while send- and lounge, and Christian cemetery. The owner 
ing 40 percent to the conference. Potomac of the land agreed to sell 56 acres to the church 
Conference president Herbert Broeckel, who for $620,000 and donate the remaining 169 
was in attendance, replied that it was "non- acres, but asked for half the money by Novem-
negotiable"that pastors pay 10 percent of their ber 5. Fredericks and his wife took out a home 
income to the conference, and that property equity loan to help reach this goal, and the 
be held by the conference corporation. November 1 Sabbath offering amounted to 

Eventually, Fredericks complied with church more than $65,000. Previous offerings had 
policy and began giving 10 percent of his been comparable. DRCC, Inc. made the pay-
il}~Qmelo_thecQnferen~~.~while_s_till_attempt: __ -~-ment·-~·-------~-------- .. ~---~------------------------
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Fredericks says that he, too, has been inun
dated with inquiries from pastors and congre
gations interested in following similar courses 
of action. Pastors, he says, are deeply discour
aged by the stagnation all around them. He 
says that this new trend of congregationalism 
is a growing one that Adventist administrators 
can either recognize and benefit from, or 
disregard and continue to commit slow sui
cide by cutting off thriving congregations. 

For Broeckel, the issue is a simple one: 
adherence to policy. While Fredericks' theo
logical views have been questioned, Broeckel 
said in an interview that Fredericks' style of 
worship was not being challenged. Indeed, 
according to Broeckel, the newly formed 
Damascus Grace Fellowship Church, under 
Newman's leadership, will continue the inno
vative outreach ministry that Fredericks started. 
"I admire [Fredericks'] honesty," Broeckel said 
in a recent interview. "He is a man of strong 
convictions." Conference officials, however, 
agree that he is following a course of action 
unacceptable within the context of the Ad
ventist denomination. "If Fredericks [should] 
dissolve his corporation," Broeckel said, "and 
adhere to the rules and regulations of the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church, I would be 
happy to hire him tomorrow." 

Grace Place: Berthoud, 
Colorado 

ganization to hold assets in case it became 
necessary for the congregation to act as an 
independent ministry. He took the step before 
Damascus Road Community Church became 
incorporated, and this helped Fredericks to 
take similar action later. Peck was fired only 
two weeks after Fredericks' employment was 
terminated, and Peck believes the develop
ments at Damascus served as a catalyst for his 
own termination. 

Grace Place was the weekend outreach of 
Christ Advent Fellowship, a ministry con
ceived by Peck and other like-minded indi
viduals. They began meeting in September 
1996. Christ Advent Fellowship began as an 
organization within the Rocky Mountain Con
ference. Its special mission was to reach those 
who had left the Adventist Church, didn't 
know the gospel, or needed a contemporary 
worship style. 

According to Peck, generally 90 percent of 
financial giving was local and 10 percent went 
to the conference. Local giving was greater 
than they expected, so Grace Place began 
using some of that money to pay the staff of 
the Adventist church in Berthoud, instead of 
their salaries coming from the conference, as 
is customary. 

Although tithe was often mentioned as an 
issue, the Rocky Mountain Conference presi
dent, James Brauer, insists that, "Clay has 
indicated to me that he was willing to return 
tithe to the conference. This action is not about 
tithe, and his personal commitment. ... This 

Fredericks has referred to Damascus Road action is not about where the members give 
Community Church and Grace Place, in their tithe, either." 

Berthoud, Colorado, pastored by Clay Peck, as "Although we were not put out over theol-
"symbiotic twins." Indeed, Peck, before be- ogy," Peck says, "they have started talking 
ginning Grace Place, worked with Fredericks about that since they decided to sever ties." At 
as an associate pastor at Damascus. The two the request of the conference, Peck did go to 
pastors talk weekly. Andrews University in the spring of 1997 so 

"My time at Damascus left an indelible the theologians there could examine his be-
impact on my life," says Peck. "Grace Place is liefs. "There were no clear conclusions," Peck 
not a clone of Damascus, but there are many said in an interview. "My theological views are 
similarities.''--Peck-founded-hisnon,profit-or"-····-·--largely.a.matterofemphasis_and.are.sharedby 
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many thought leaders at all levels of this 
denomination." The biggest concern was sim
ply the non-profit organization giving the 
congregation ownership and control of its 
assets. Indeed, on October 30, 1997, in a series 
on Adventist worship se!Vices across the United 
States, the Adventist Review published a very 
positive story on Grace Place. 

Days later, on November 2, 1997, the Rocky 
Mountain Conference Executive Committee 
voted to suspend Christ Advent Fellowship as 
a company and to release Peck from employ
ment as a Rocky Mountain Conference pastor. 

Three days after Peck's credentials were 
withdrawn, on November 8, Grace Place met 
for the first time as a congregation indepen
dent of the denomination. According to Peck, 
about 400 people attended and gave about 
$22,000 in offerings. 

The president of the Rocky Mountain Con
ference feels that Adventism "must have new, 
creative worshiping congregations," and has 
come up with several options that he hopes 
can perhaps help new congregations and 
experiments like Grace Place in the future: 
Create a conference fund to hold all of a new 
congregation's tithe to help with initial ex
penses and to create a pool of money to help 

10 

pay for the next church building; or create a 
completely new conference to hold new 
church buildings for five years, after which 
time they will be turned over to the regular 
conference. 

The five pastors agree that the recent events 
surrounding the creation of the new, inde

pendent congregations will have a definite 
effect on Adventism. 

"This is definitely a trend," says Peck. "There 
is no turning back." 

Bahme concurs. "I believe Adventism is in 
for its largest split if denominational leader
ship does not begin to open to specific change. 
This is the largest threat Adventism faces." 

This view of events is challenged by others. 
In his November 1997 article discussing the 
Damascus Road split, William Johnsson, edi
tor of the Adventist Review, wrote, "Nor does 
the church at large face an imminent threat of 
fragmentation into independent congrega
tions. It's true that a couple other congrega
tions [in addition to Damascus] have moved 
out during the past few years--six months ago 
the large Sunnyside church in Portland, Or
egon, split--but I see no evidence of a trend 
in this direction." 
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Saving the Church's 
Pension Plan 
New and retiring employees may benefit; mid-career 

denominational workers risk losses. 

by C. Torben Tbomsen 

If only the brethren could have more faith and use 
those funds for evangelism, the work would be 
finished sooner and we wouldn't even need those 
retirement funds. 

-Young college professor, 1959 

If only our forefathers bad been able to find a way 
to fund retirement benefits as they were earned, 
just think what we could put into evangelism 
today, instead of pouring tithe dollars into paying 
for benefits earned years ago. 
-Retirement steering committee member, 1996 

THE NoRTH AMERICAN DIVISION HAS Accu

mulated a $1.4 billion unfunded liabil
ity for its sustentation or pension plan 

for church workers. This amount means that 
each member of the North American church 
would have to pay $1,600 to eliminate the 
division's obligations to its church employees. 

C. Torben Thomsen, a graduate of Andrews University, re
ceived his M.BA. and Ph.D .from Michigan State University. 
A certified public accountant, Thomsen bas taught at both his 
alma maters, as we// as at Boston University, the University of 
Texas at Austin, and California State University at Fresno. He 
is chair of the department of health administration in Loma 
Linda· University's·scbwl-ofPubticBealtb:~------··-·-----------
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As will be shown later, not fully funding the 
pension plan is not an entirely unreasonable 
policy, but only if the church in North America 
grows fast enough. 1 

In light of this nearly billion-and-a-half 
dollar liability, the North American Division2 

voted in October of 1997 to switch the de
nominational retirement system from a de
fined benefit plan (in which the church prom
ises a pension of 1.105 percent of an employee's 
annual pay for each year of service) to a 
defined contribution plan (in which the em
ployer each year contributes about 4 percent 
of each employee's salary toward a mutual 
fund controlled by the employee).3 Even un
der this new system, the unfunded liability will 
rise over 30 years to $3.2 billion. 

For denominational employees, the switch 
to a defined contribution plan will mean: 

• no decrease in payments to workers 
already retired; 

• a decrease in expected retirement pay
ments for most present workers, with the 
biggest-decrease--for-workers abouLhalf--way 
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through a 40-year service life; 
• a shift in risk from the church to the 

individual worker. 

Who Benefits, Who Doesn't? 

I n general, employees are better off with the 
new defined contribution plan than with the 

old defined benefit plan. The reason is that the 
contributions in the early years of work yield 
a tremendous pension because the funds are 
earning interest for the employee's entire 
working life. Under the old defined benefit 
plan there was an implicit transfer between 
the young workers and the older workers. The 
younger workers received a right to a lower 
pension than they are entitled to, while the 
older workers received a higher pension for 
each year served. 

However, in switching to a defined contri
bution plan with benefits frozen at a particular 
date, there is a heavy cost to existing workers. 
For example, workers with 10 years of service 
are hurt because the denomination's contribu-
tions to their mutual funds will earn interest 
only for 30 years instead of for 40 years. Also, 
the pension granted in the early years is not 

SIZE OF INDIVIDUAL PENSION FuND 
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proportional to the future value of the contri
butions.4 

A more equitable approach would be to 
treat workers as if they had been on the 
defined contribution plan from the beginning 
of their service to the church. This would 
assure that no present worker would receive 
a smaller retirement than with the present 
plan. I estimate that the cost5 of such equitable 
treatment would be about $144 million, which 
is a relatively small amount compared to the 
total unfunded pension liability of $1.4 billion. 

Incidentally, there is historical precedent for 
this equitable solution. The San Francisco 
General Conference session of 1930 voted a 
retirement scheme that granted a worker with 
10 years of service a pension of 30 percent of 
current pay. 6 The present plan grants such a 
worker only 11 percent of current pay while 
the proposed equitable plan would grant 20 
percent. 

How Do Pensions Work? 

I t may be useful to review how pension 
plans work in general, then explore the 

impact of the new, defined contribution scheme 
for North America's church employees. The 
basic principle is: An early sacrifice is rewarded 
by a later benefit. The modern economy has 
provided financial markets as a means for 
channeling small sacrifices into much larger 
benefits. This is entirely consistent with basic 
Christianity, where Christ "who for the joy that 
was set before him endured the cross. "7 

If you put aside 5 percent of your salary 
each month, earning 5 percent interest per 
year, you will have accumulated 6.3 years of 
earnings after 40 years of work. And that will 
be sufficient to sustain you for 20 years of 
retirement at 50 percent of your normal pay. 

In other words, during your working life of 
0 10 s20 

. 
30

Y 
40 50 60 40 years, your sacrifice of two years of your 

eiV1ce ear . . 
··---------·~--------~--··-----~-----·-····--~~·-··-· --······earrungs··wtll-·be·rewarded·by-4-:-3-years·earn-
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ings in interest (during your working life) and 
then rewarded by an additional 3. 7 years of 
earnings (during retirement). A sacrifice of 
two years will yield a total benefit of 10 years 
(which will be sufficient to sustain you for 20 
years at 50 percent of your salary). This means 
that your two-year contribution multiplied 
fivefold during the 60 years of your working 
and retirement life.8 

SOURCE OF INDIVIDUAL PENSION 
10.00 
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"' 01) 
c 

6.00 '§ 
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i:Ll 
"'-< 
0 Interest Earned 

during Service ~ 4.00 (<j 

~ 4.3 

2.00 
Contribution 

2.0 

0.00 
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All defined contribution pension funds be
have in this manner. If funds are not system
atically invested during the working life, the 
pension will cost 25 percent of payroll instead 
of only 5 percent.9 The conferences in North 
America already pay about 20 percent of 
payroll for retirement. 

What is the effect on workers? It varies. For 
a worker with 40 years of service, earning the 
150 remuneration percentage at the 1998 pay 
scale, the maximum monthly pension is $888 
for an individual and $1,333 for an individual 
with a spousal allowance. 10 To fund pensions 
of this size for a retirement period of 20 years 
over a working life of 40 years requires annual 
contributions of 4.56 percent of current pay 
for an individual and 6.85 percent for an 
indi:vidual-witha-spouse-allowance.---- . ·----- -
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On the other hand, for a worker with 10 
years of service and 30 remaining years of 
service, the old, defined benefitpension would 
be $222 per month. The new, defined contri
bution of 4. 56 percent of current pay for the 
remaining 30 years equals $92 per month. 
Investing the $92 per month at 5 percent per 
year for the remaining 30 years of service will 
build a pension fund of $7 4,900, which will be 
sufficient to sustain a monthly pension of $489 
for 20 years. The pension earned up to the 
freeze, plus the pension from the defined 
contributions, add up to $711 per month, 
which falls $177 per month or 20 percent short 
of the $888 that would have been earned 
under the old defined benefit plan. 

DEFICIENCY IN MONTHLY RETIREMENT PAY 

UNDER DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLAN 
40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0 
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Can the Church Grow Fast 
Enough to Actually Pay 

Pensions? 

I f an organization is growing, each year 
more new workers will be hired and the 

retirees, which were hired many years ago in 
small numbers, will be a relatively small group. 
(For example, if an organization grows at 7 
percent per year, there will only be five retirees 
for every 100 workers and a pay-as-you-go 
pension system would require only 2. 7 percent 
of payroll.) For a growing organization, it is 
therefore tempting to take the cheap route and 
use a pay-as-you-go system. The inevitable 
consequence of doing that will be the accumu
lation of a huge unfunded pension liability. 
Since its inception, the Seventh-day Adventist 
Church has been oriented toward growth.n In 
the spirit of "take no thought for the morrow"12 

and "lay not up for yourselves treasures upon 
earth"13 the pension plan was not fully funded. 
It functioned essentially on a pay-as-you-go 
basis, with a fund containing only the estimated 
expenditures for the next three years.14 That is 
not a problem if the Second Coming is at hand, 

in SDA World Tithe, one is struck by the 
paroxysmal changes prior to World War II, 
and the more sedate changes since then. One 
also observes a declining long-run growth rate 
(note the straight line superimposed on the 
graph). Indeed, there has not been a decline 
in tithe for the past 63 years. But the years from 
1929 to 1933 saw a total decline of 33 percent 
in tithe. And a look at the history of change in 
tithe indicates that the church has not been 
immune to financial turbulence. 

If an organization slows down its growth, or 
even begins to downsize, the unfunded liabil
ity will haunt it. As an extreme example, if an 
organization declines at a rate of 4.9 percer:tt 
per year there will be 200 retirees for every 100 
workers, which will require that 100 percent 
of the payroll be turned over to retirees, 
leaving the current workers with nothing! 
With a fully funded pension plan, the organi
zation will not be burdened with embarrass
ingly excessive payments. The defined contri
bution pension system shifts the risks and 
uncertainties to the workers and thus gives 
them a powerful lesson in individual respon
sibility and accountability. 

or the church grows spectacularly. such a system has been implemented in the 
And Adventism's growth has been remark- secular world on a large scale in several 

able. Starting with tithe income of $8,000 in South American countries. In 1980, Chile re-
1863, that amount has doubled 16 times since placed its pay-as-you-go system with a pri-
then, amounting to $929 million in 1996.15 A vately administered national system of Pen-
logarithmic plot16 of tithe reveals a steady sion Savings Accounts. 19 The success of the 
upward trend of 8.7 percent. (If the numbers system encouraged Argentina, Peru, and Co-
lie close to a straight line, there will be a lumbia to follow in the steps of Chile. 
relatively constant percentage increase from Startingin2001, the NorthAmericanDivision 
year to year.)17 Over that period of time, will adopt a similar defined contribution pen-
inflation has averaged about 2.2 percent per sion plan. The adoption of the new plan does 
year, so the real growth in tithe over the not solve the problems of paying off the debts 
history of the Seventh-day Adventist Church of the past. As we have seen, even with the new 
has been 6.5 percent. Since the 1800s, the U.S. system, the unfunded liability will rise over the 
stock market has grown at a remarkably next 30 years from $1.4 billion to $3.2 billion. 
steady 6. 6 percent.18 The stock market and the The honorable discharge of that obligation will 
Adventist Church parallel one another. be a dramatic challenge for the Adventist 

· · · -When-lookingatagraph-ofPercentGha.nge~ ~-ChurGh-.inNorth.AmeriGato-keep.growing ..... . 
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The Case for an 
SDA Prep School 
An Adventist educator offers a modest proposal that 

Adventists regard excellence and spirituality as inseparable. 

by Michael Stepniak 

I
T IS TIME WE ESTABLISHED AN ACADEMICALLY 

rigorous Adventist high school. The ben 
efits stemming from its creation could be 

significant. Adventist colleges and universities 
would react positively to students prepared to 
. pursue theological and other studies at the 
highest academic level. The church would be 
blessed with an influx of well-trained scholars 
ready to provide leadership throughout our 
church and the academic community. And 
Adventist youth who currently seek the high
est scholastic challenges would be given the 
opportunity to flourish in a setting which 
placed as much emphasis on their salvation as 
it did on their ability to think critically and act 
responsibly. 

The need for the formation of an academi-
cally excellent institution is real. And certainly 

the time has arrived in our denominational 
history when the size of our student popula
tion, extent of our educational scholarship, 
and wealth of our members could support its 
establishment.1 But what type of school could 
provide superior training for young Adventists 
willing and able to reach for the highest levels 
of scholarship, while simultaneously main
taining a focus on conversion and an atmo
sphere that was not culturally or socially 
exclusive? The independent preparatory school 
is one model for such an institution. 

Qualities Worthy of Imitation 

No two prep schools are exactly alike, of 
course; differences are readily observed, 

for example, between and among Catholic 
schools (like Georgetown Preparatory School, 

Michael Stepniak, a graduate of Atlantic Union College, did 
graduate work in musicology at Northwestern University, in Maryland), "academies" (like Phillips 
violin performance at New England Conseroatory, and viola Andover, in Massachusetts), military a cad-
performance at Peabody Conseroatory. He is currently assis- emies, Western schools (like The Orme School, 
tant professor of music at Columbia Union College, and bas 
taught at the Woodberry Forest Schoo/, in Virginia, a leading in Arizona), and so on. Not all qualities found 
preparatoryscboolfor-boys,~------------------~--------------~--~-at-prep-schoolswould-be_worthy .. oiadoption 
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by individuals interested in the formation of 
an Adventist prep school. But there are key 
qualities shared by the best prep schools that 
would prove very worthy of consideration: 
(1) rigorous academics, (2) superior facilities 
and resources, (3) a nurturing environment 
for boarders, and ( 4) multiple opportunities 
for moral growth. 

academic assault on indolence. Classes are 
usually held six days a week (Monday through 
Saturday), and can provide an hour of home
work each per night. Small class sizes (usually 
with fewer than 12 students) facilitate student
centered discussions and encourage the de
velopment of communication and critical 
thought. Teachers who are well-educated and 
remain active as scholars (thanks to the focus 
of the schools, and financial and personal 
support of the administration) foster a spirit of 
scholarship both within and outside the class
room. The impact of this academic environ
ment upon the student can be dramatic: better 
study habits, the ability to manage time effec
tively, and increased independence are just a 
few of the possible and probable outcomes.4 

Communities of Excellence 

Leading prep schools, such as those identi
fied by one author as the "Select 16,"2 place 

an enormous emphasis on academics. 3 Once 
enrolled, students at leading prep schools 
undergo what has been described as a massive 

Should "Gifted and Talented" Children Receive 
Special Treatment? 
I n the Gifted and Talented 

Children's Education Act of 1978, 
the federal government offered an 
oft-debated defmition of "gifted-
ness": 

The term "gifted and talented chil
dren" means children and, when
ever applicable, youth, who are 
identified at the preschool, el
ementary, or secondary level as 
possessing demonstrated or po
tential abilities that give evidence 
of high performance capability in 
areas such as intellectual, cre
ative, specific academic or lead
ership ability or in the performing 
and visual arts, and who by rea
son thereof require services or 
activities not ordinarily provided 
by the school. 1 

children, and responses to those 
questions. 

Won't the removal of students with 
exceptional abilities result in a loss 
to the overall instruction of the class?2 

Aren't the gifted already provided 
for? The percentage of gifted indi
viduals receiving adequate atten
tion remains small and the federal 
allocation of funds minimal. 4 

The reverse may be true for at least Won't the gifted succeed anyway? 
three reasons. First, this separation (After all, "The mind is its own 
lessens the range of intellectual and place, and it self Can make a 
reading abilities with which the Heav'n of hell, a Hell of Heav'n. '') 
teacher has to contend. With a Many gifted students do not sue-
smaller range, the teacher can de- ceed within the present academic 
vote more time and effort to various setting; they drop out of school or 
groups within the class. Second, the fail to continue their education 
presence of extremely able pupils is beyond high school. While gifted 
often frustrating, as teachers find and talented individuals often suf-
they are unable to provide sufficient fer in classes where no provisions 
motivation and flexibility for them to have been made to accommodate 
pursue their interests in depth. A their special abilities, they seem to 
program that provides opportunities succeed in special classes. In an 

Immediately, questions of privi- for the gifted to develop their poten- extensive California study of 929 
lege and exclusivity arise. Won't tialcanalleviatethissourceofteacher gifted students, grades 1 to 12, 
"ordinary" students suffer if"excep- frustration. Finally, sometimes when Simpson and Martinson found that 
tional" students are provided with the gifted students are separated, those in special programs made 
special attention, facilities, and so other students begin to play a more significantly greater gains in aca-
on? The answer, it seems, is No. active role in the classroom and demic achievement than those in 
What follow are common questions thereby may also develop more con- regular classes. The lack of chal-

_!:l}~~~-L:l}~2!ll_Pt:Qgra~fQ! __ gif!:~.Q ____ __fi.Q~Jl~~-mJh...elL.o:wn.abilities.3 _________ lenge ... and.realistiG-:goal-setting-for 
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As noted above, prep school faculty play a 
critical role in creating an academically rigor
ous environment. As the catalogues from 
many schools show, most teachers have an 
admirable scholastic record as made evident 
by their education at highly selective univer
sities and other past scholastic accomplish
ments. The majority have graduate degrees 
and a significant percentage have doctorates. 
Many remain active as scholars, writing ar
ticles, serving on national testing boards, and 
continuing their own education.5 Catalogues 
distributed by leading prep schools sometimes 
use as much space describing the faculty as 
they do student life. 6 The most outstanding 
teachers are often reviewed in multi-paragraph 
or page-length biographies,7 which describe 

them as intellectually gifted, passionate about 
their subject, compassionate toward students 
and student learning, and portray them as the 
school's most valuable resource. 

Superb Facilities and 
Resources 

T he emphasis that leading prep schools 
place on academics is complemented by 

a strong emphasis on superior facilities and 
resources. The reason behind this emphasis is 
that leading prep schools share an educational 
philosophy based on the belief that "the final 
four years of [secondary] schooling are a 
critical period of transition between child-

the gifted may foster poor aca
demic attitudes and lazy study 
habits that can further impede full 
academic achievement. 5 

Won't the gifted have emotional and 
social problems if placed in a special 
program? Most research has shown 
this to be false. Rather, emotional 
problems are usually brought on by 
the frustration of ability.6 

Don't special provisions benefit only 
participants? The removal of the 
gifted and talented individuals from 
regular classes does not necessarily 
detract from the total instruction for 
the other students. Actually, remov
ing gifted children from a regular 
classroom may result in the stimula
tion of new leadership among stu
dents previously overshadowed. 

Won't gifted and talented individu-

Isn't providing separate education 
for the gifted akin to helping others 
become superior? It is true that our 
way oflife is based on the principle 
that everyone is equal. Although 
this means that all people should 
have equal opportunities to achieve 
their potentials, it should not be 
interpreted to mean that everyone 
has the same needs. 

3. Ibid., p. 13. One of the more 
typical arguments against removal of 
the gifted from smaller-sized class
rooms has been the assertion that a 
small classroom enables teachers to 
provide the gifted with any necessary 
personalized attention. (See, for ex
ample, Miriam Wood, "Schools Need 
Special Learning Programs for Gifted 
Children," Adventist Review [October 
27, 1988], p. 13). 

4. Program Design and Develop-
1. As reprinted in Betty W. Atterbury, ment for Gifted and Talented Students, 

Mainstreaming Exceptional Learners pp. 15, 16. 
in Music (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: 5. Ibid., pp. 16-18; see also Ray Simp-
Prentice Hall, 1990), p. 60. son and Ruth Martinson, "Educational 

2. The following arguments and Programs for Gifted Pupils: A Report to 
corresponding rebuttals are adapted the California Legislature" ED 100 072 
from Frederick B. Tuttle,Jr., laurence (Sacramento, Calif.: California State De-
A. Becker, and Joan A. Sousa, eds., partment of Education, January 1961). 
Program Design and Development for 6. See Program Design and Devel-
Gifted and Talented Students 3rd ed. opment for Gifted and Talented Stu-
(Washington, D.C.: National Educa- dents, p. 18. Studies which show that 
tion Association, 1988), pp. 13-21. the participation of gifted students in 
They presume a context of the public special programs does not cause so-
school classroom. But while teaching cial or personal problems include 

als become "snobbish" if selected for and learning conditions in Adventist Walter Barbe's "Evaluation of Special 
a special program? Research has academy classrooms may occasion- Classes for Gifted Children," Excep-
proven othetwise. In fact, sometimes ally differ from their counterparts in tiona/ Children (November 1955), pp. 
gifted and talented students become the "typical" school, the fact remains 60-62, and Education of the Gifted and 
less "elitist" when included in a spe- that these differences are unlikely to Talented: Report to the Congress of the 
cial program because they fmd they be significant enough to undermine United States by the U.S. Commissioner 
do not have to be defensive about the relevance of most of the following of Education (Washington, D.C.: Gov-
theirabilities~with-theit'~dassmates~··~~~~~~arguments-or-rebuttals.~---~--~ . ________ emm_enLP.Jintmg..9.1fi<:_~._l9_Z~}, __ ~-
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hood and college."8 The assumption that ado
lescents have special needs is shared by many 
parents who are willing to pay the often 
sizable tuition fees charged by most of the 
leading prep schools. (The average annual 
boarding fee for the "Select 16" in 1995 was 
$20,925.9) The size of these fees is largely the 
result of the commitment made by schools to 
maintain first-class facilities and resources 
aimed at caring for adolescent needs. 10 

An equivalent Adventist institution would 
certainly run the risk of being viewed as the 
exclusive domain of the wealthy. However, 
the strong financial position of many of these 
schools (often ensured by the loyalty of alumni) 
enables them to offer 

eight football fields, four soccer fields, four 
lacrosse fields, two baseball diamonds, cross
country courses, a regulation nine-hole golf 
course, and sports complexes that house, 
among other things, a 200-meter track, five 
basketball courts, three squash courts, two 
swimming pools, and a racquetball court. The 
justification for the expense related to such 
comprehensive athletic facilities is not dissimi
lar to Adventist philosophy, which maintains 
that a clear mind requires a healthy body. 

But leading prep schools also assert that 
active participation in sports can have a pro
found influence on a young person's potential 
to succeed in a position of leadership. As one 

school explained, 
financial aid to gifted 
and needy students 
who gain admission but 
find the expense pro-

. hibitive. Phillips Acad
emy in Massachusetts, 
for example, and the 
Hill School in Pennsyl
vania, both charge 
yearly tuition of ap
proximately $21,000. 
Phillips, however, with 
an endowment of $27 4 

Adventism is a world of di
versity. Adventists and the 
world would benefit eno~ 
mously if an independent 
Adventist prep school were 
established, committed to the 
inseparability of excellence 
and spirituality. 

sports can become an 
integral part of an 
adolescent's growth 
into a well-rounded 
adult because by 
"working toward a 
common goal, students 
learn the value of com-
mitment, discipline, 
and sacrifice while 
learning to deal ma
turely and gracefully 
with victory and de

million, makes $6.4 million available yearly in 
financial aid to students, and the less exclusive 
Hill School, with a $61 million endowment, 
offers $1.6 million yearly in financial aid. 

Quite often, prep school facilities are as 
awe-inspiring as their endowments and corre
sponding fees. It is not uncommon for a 
leading prep school with a student body of 
less than 500 to have a fine arts complex, 
sizable library, beautifully crafted chapel and 
dining commons, adequate dormitories, and a 
superb athletic complex. Woodberry Forest 

feat. "11 Prep schools acknowledge that by 
maintaining facilities that can provide better 
superior support for sports, extracurricular 
activities, and artistic endeavors, they can 
ensure the better development of their charges 
and contribute to what one headmaster de-
scribed as "the liveliness and joy of our 
community. "12 

Communities of Care 

School, for example, has a relatively small while most agree that classes, teachers, 
enrollment (approximately 350 male students), facilities, and resources are responsible 
but maintains an athletic program that is for defining the school experience and giving 
SlJQPQrt~dby_l:Zl~nnis_co:uus __ (thre~e_indo.or),.~ __ it_Yalue.Jn __ the .. marketplace,--an~additional, 
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defining characteristic of most prep schools is 
their status as boarding institutions. This should 
be an area of particular concern to Adventists, 
since the denomination's distribution dictates 
that an exclusive institution like the one dis
cussed here would require boarding facilities. 

The likelihood of "bad apples" among the 
pool of possible friends and the possibility of 
their bad influence has been enough to con
vince some that the boarding school experi
ence is inherently undesirable. As one Advent
ist author stated: 

At this time [in teenagers' lives] peer group pressure 
also becomes exceptionally significant, and it 
would be naive to believe that all other students at 
the boarding academy will have a positive and 
productive spiritual influence. It is the belief of the 
authors that for most youth it is far better for them 
to be with their parents until at least college age.13 

Regardless of the potential for a negative 
experience, parents of many prep school 
students and many students themselves re
main eager to experience boarding life. 

The potential for the "dormitory experi
ence" to shape an adolescent's character and 
performance was illustrated most recently by 
the wonderfully candid collection of essays on 
life inside prep schools, entitled Casualties of 
Prlvilege. 14 In this volume, student essays such 
as "Living Inside the Prep Culture," "Beating 
the System," and "Hazing" describe the enor
mous (and often negative) impact that the 
boarding experience had upon their charac
ter, behavior, and memories. One student 
summarized his perception of life at Dervey 
(the fictional name he had assigned to his 
dormitory) as follows: 

The assumption has long been that the 
factors that most significantly impact student 
life in dormitories are peer relationships. To a 
large extent this is supported by research.16 

Samples of the rich literary tradition describ
ing this culture include John Knowle's stirring 
A Separate Peace(New York: McMillan, 1959), 
and Arthur Marshall's hilarious Whimpering in 
the Rhododendrons: Tbe Splendors and Miser
ies of the English Prep School (London: Collins, 
1982). 

In spite of occasionally disturbing reports, 
and because leading schools are increasingly 
doing so much to ensure that their dormitory 
experience is rewarding, parents continue to 
present their children at the prep schools' 
doorstep, knowing that their child is about to 
become totally immersed in an intense and 
comprehensive educational experience un
like any other, and convinced that prep school 
adults will become involved in and care for 
that child's growth and development. 17 

Fostering "Moral 
Decisiveness" 

Morality is perhaps the issue most relevant 
to a discussion of an academically rigor

ous Adventist secondary school. Because of 
this fact, it is important to note how the best 
prep schools aim to do more than simply 
provide superior academic instruction and a 
nurturing boarding environment for talented 
and/or wealthy students. From the employ
ment of full-time psychologists (St. Paul's) to 
offering a ninth-grade required course in 
Movement and Mime (Milton Academy); from 
providing a weekly service of worship 

Here, in bold-face prirlt, was the division between (Woodberry Forest) to using chapel to encour-
mythandreality .... We were viewed as indepen- age the consideration of broad ethical ques-
dent and responsible young adults capable of tions outside of any religious denomination 
taking care of ourselves. But in fact, the school in (Phillips Exeter); these schools utilize various general, and Dervey in particular, housed many 
who acted with wild irresponsibility toward them- activities and tools to positively influence the 

~··selves~and~ others}~~~-~-~-~-~~--~~-~-~---~--~--~~-~--~------~--wholi_s_tjc_gg~y_~l9Pill~!!L9i1h~ii..<=h~!g~~~~ 
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For most parochial and non-parochial 
schools, the desired development necessarily 
includes some type of spiritual or moral 
growth. 18 This fact is often publicized in prep 
school mission statements. Groton School, for 
example, asserts that it has an "unflagging 
commitment to each student's intellectual, 
moral and physical development. ... "19 The 
mission statements of other prep schools, 
however, clearly reveal a desire to avoid the 
rigidity and perhaps condescension suggested 
by such absolute terms as morality or religion. 
Choate Rosemary Hall, for example, pro
claims a commitment instead to "integrity, 
individual worth and responsibility to oth
ers."20 And Philips Andover Academy strives to 
help young people achieve their potential in 
"aesthetic sensitivity" and "moral decisive
ness. "21 Occasionally, this curious-sounding 
language comes from a school which has 
steered away from an earlier and more reli
gious mission. Deerfield Academy, for ex
ample, acknowledges in its mission statement 
that it was "originally pledged to the instruc
tion of youth, and the promotion of piety, 
religion, and morality. "22 

It is interesting to note that while some 
prep schools support their efforts in directing 
students toward a desirable moral position by 
the imposition of many rules and regulations, 
many of the leading schools emphasize disci-

pline through the maintenance of honor codes 
("I will not lie, cheat, or steal, and will report 
those who do") and often reserve more severe 
punishment for those who fail to show self
discipline than for those who break other 
imposed rules. The rationale offered for focus
ing on the student's own sense of honor or 
fairness is occasionally stated with eloquent 
frankness: 

At St. Paul's, rules and regulations are described 
as "expectations" because relationships, not rules, 
are designed to inspire and ensure appropriate 
behavior .... The School recognizes that a moral 
life cannot, ultimately, be imposed from without 
by means of prohibitions; it must grow from 
within, inspired by worthy norms and cultivated 
in meaningful relationships. 23 

A warning note for Adventists should sound 
when they review the records of parochial 
secondary schools. The moral training pro
vided by these schools is often aimed less at 
creating social conscience or moral integrity 
than it is at ensuring denominational fidelity 
and church participation. 24 The achievement of 
this desired outcome is more assumed than 
assured. It is true, on the one hand, that 
parochial schools are often successful in im
parting knowledge of a denomination's history 
and beliefs.25 These same researchers, how
ever, also found that a large range of factors 
assumed to have a significant effect on youths' 

The Effect of Uniforms on Classroom Conduct 
M any schools utilize various Make Us Feel Better?" Education creasing their identification with 

methodsbesidesrelationships Week 15:28 [April 3, 19961, p. 52). classmates), but also stems from 
to modify undesired behavior. For While the real benefit of uniforms issues of security (identification of 
some schools, these methods have and dress codes remains in question students in an open school). Under 
recently included the adoption of (see Derek C. Wilde, in a letter to the the direction of its principal, Takoma 
school uniforms or strict dress codes. editor, printed under "School Uni- Academy adopted uniforms during 
Educators supporting this adoption forms and Pride, Envy, Responsibil- the 1995-1996 school year for these 
often believe that uniforms repre- ity," Education Week 15:31 [May 8, reasons. The result, the principal 
sent a "concrete and visible means 19961, p. 40), the popularity ofuni- recently asserted, has been a differ-
of restoring order and discipline to forms continues to rise. For some ent and improved attitude among 
the classroom" (Kathleen L. Paliokas schools, their desirability is not only students (conversation with Dunbar 
and Ray C. Rist, "School Uniforms: cosmetic (improving the way stu- Heruy, then principal, TakomaAcad-
:P~Ih~YBf:!Qll_<:,~_Yio1~l!C::~rJJJ~L~-~-d~-n~Jook~and~_simultane_ouslyjn,~-~--emy:, ... May:_13,-1996).~~~--·-~·--
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church participation and attitudes had, in fact, 
little effect. The results of their research clearly 
indicated that among those factors that had little 
effect on youths' church participation were 
years of formal religious training (either in a 
Sunday or parochial school), extent of religious 
knowledge, and socioeconomic factors. 26 Their 
research also indicated that church participa
tion was determined more by youths' reported 
like or dislike of past religious education than 
it was by "either the number of years of their 
religious education or the knowledge gained 
(measured by our test of Bible knowledge).'m 

Factors that did significantly influence youths' 
attitudes toward church included types of 
relationships with other people; peer pres
sures; the religious activities of parents (i.e., 
what parents did, not what they had their 
children do); and relationships with church 
leaders. 28 Other researchers have also con
cluded that relationships are of primary im
portance in the development of matters of 
faith. In their study of six mainline denomina
tions, Benson and Elkin found that one of the 
most important predictors of whether adoles
cents and adults could report having a "mature 
faith" was whether or not, as children, they 
could recall conversations with their mother 
or father about issues of faith. 29 

Adventist Diversity Can 
Embrace Excellence 

around the country, an Adventist prep school 
would be different in that it employed teach
ers chosen not only for their exemplary 
scholarship and character, but also for their 
basic commitment to the church. 30 One would 
assume that some of our denomination's best 
scholars would be readily attracted by em-: 
ployment at an institution that provided sup
port for continuing scholarship while nour
ishing their efforts as mentors and teachers to 
eager learners. 

The curriculum at an Adventist prep school, 
with merit-based admissions, would also need 
to be carefully tailored so that it prepared the 
brightest of our young people for the highest 
level of scholarship in major fields oflearning 
covered by our own higher education institu
tions. For example, a particular emphasis 
could be placed on theological education 
and a special diploma could be earned in this 
field. Such a diploma might be awarded to 
those who have completed core studies with 
distinction, taken extra classes in the theol
ogy department, and completed a significant 
foreign language requirement that would 
enable serious and significant biblical schol
arship (three years of Greek, for example, 
and two years of Latin). 

Could our church benefit from the for
mation of an Adventist prep school as 

described above? Yes. Can the church accom
modate yet another alternative mode of edu-
cation? If the variety of opinion among early 

This discussion of the "prep school experi- Adventist educators on the relevance and 
ence" suggests a wealth of unanswered purpose of education is anything of an indica-

questions, of course. How might students be tion, the answer is also undoubtedly Yes. 
selected for the program? How much would From its infancy, the Seventh-day Adventist 
such a school cost, and who would fund it? Church has harbored diverse opinions on the 
Who would have ultimate responsibility for relevance and purpose of education. While 
the institution? most agreed that the goal of such institutions 

Great care would obviously need to be was to win converts to the Advent faith-and, 
taken in seeking answers to these and many in turn, to fit them as messengers of that 
other questions. Although there would be faith-those most committed to the idea of the 
many-similarities-withleading __ prep __ scho_ols ____ ... _imminentre.tm:n_o[J~$:US ~(:_l:l.!!$J.-~~~~--u~-~!-
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standably suspicious of the value of institu
tions that required sizable financial and tem
poral investment. In response, some early 
educators asserted that 

[t]he object in establishing these schools is not to 
make them full fledged colleges, or to take 
persons through a long course of study ... [but] 
to provide schools where brethren and sisters 
desiring to fill some position in the cause can have 
a preparatory drill upon those points in which 
they are deficient. ... "31 

But other leaders of the early church argued 
against any move to provide temporary train
ing at the expense of academic and intellec
tual development.32 James White, arguing for 
the establishment of Adventist schools, as
serted that 

[t]he fact that Christ is very soon coming is no 
reason why the mind should not be improved. A 
well-disciplined and informed mind can best 
receive and cherish the sublime truths of the 
Second Advent. 33 

Ellen G. White agreed, voicing her support 
for the importance of intellectual growth: 

Every human being, created in the image of God, 
is endowed with a power akin to that of the 
Creator-individuality, power to think and to do. 
The men in whom this power is developed are the 
men who bear responsibilities, who are leaders in 
enterprise, and who influence character. It is the 
work of true education to develop this power, to 
train the youth to be thinkers, and not mere 
reflectors of other men's thoughts.34 

Further differences of opinion existed re
garding the scope of the education to be 
offered at Adventist schools; a popular focus 
was on the development of the entire person. 
The first of the four original goals of South 
Lancaster Academy, for example, was described 
as being "to connect physical labor with mental 
discipline. "35 In addition, some educators sup
ported a focus on manners and communication 
skills-skills they believed would complement 
the proselytizing mission. Students attending 
Adventist schools, Haskell insisted in 1884, 
"should not only be taught a knowledge of the 
truth, and how to present it, but how to enter 
all classes of society so as not to give offense."36 

The variety of opinion among early Ad
ventist educators on the relevance and pur
pose of education continues to be reflected in 
the many alternative modes of education that 
Adventism currently accommodates. While 
church-supported academies publicize a com
mitment to the conversion of enrolled stu
dents and their academic preparation for 
Adventist and other similar colleges, some 
church members consider these church-sup
ported institutions inadequately religious and 
unable to support the development of needed 
practical skills.37 In response, a number of 
self-supporting schools adopt a conservative 
and religious focus, one which more often 
than not is accompanied by an emphasis on 
the development of practical skills. The re
cently opened and self-supporting Heritage 
Academy, in Monterey, Tennessee, for ex-

Does Education Jeopardize Faith? 
Dean R. Hoge and Gregory H. StudyojReligionl7:2ijunel978],p. become negative toward the doc-

Petrillo's research has shown 151). These researchers suggest that trine and the church. But for the 
that more abstract religious thinking "an intriguing dilemma exists for the private school Catholics it is the 
among high school students is often educator in the American church opposite-the more he or she sue-
associated with more religious re- today hoping to enhance the level ceeds, the more positive the adoles-
jection (Hoge and Petrillo, "Devel- of abstract religious thinking among cent will tend to be toward the 
opment of Religious Thinking in adolescents. Under most conditions, doctrine and the church" (Hoge and 
Adolescence: A Test of Goldman's the more he or she succeeds, the Petrillo, "Development of Religious 
The<:)!i_~,."_l~'!':fl:lf2r:.!ftf!.~fifrl1tt./k ___ ~t!lQt:~Jjk~lyili~1b_e_adoles_centwill ___ Thirlking_inAdolescence,~-P-l53). 
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ample, operates with the objective of provid
ing a "conservative academic Seventh-day 
Adventist school with opportunities in music 
and in practical work situations."38 

Adventism is a world of diversity. It em
braces members and institutions reflecting all 

the world's cultures. Adventists-and the 
world-would benefit enormously if Adven
tism's institutions included an independent 
Adventist prep school committed to pursuing 
excellence and spirituality as two inseparable 
sides of God's will for humankind. 
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SPECIAL SECTION: LAUGHTER 

The Immunology 
Of Humor 
Recent research confirms the centuries-old belief that humor, 

mirth, and laughter produce beneficial effects on health. 

by Sandra L. Neblsen-Cannarella 

A
MEDICAL STUDENT IN A HOSPITAL GOWN SITS 

in a darkened room at the Lorna Linda 
University Medical Center, watching a 

videotape of a popular episode of "Candid 
Camera." The student is laughing heartily and 
apparently enjoying the show. As the movie 
comes to an end, an intern inunediately draws 
a vial of blood. He sends it, along with a similar 
sample drawn before the movie started, for 
analysis, one more piece in a puzzle that may 
someday reveal whether laughter really is 
good for our health. The findings, thus far, 
suggest that the answer is Yes. 

In a research trial at Lorna Linda University 
Medical Center in 1986, a team of investigators 
measured the effects of mirthful laughter by 
administering psychological tests to, and test
ing the blood of, five sophomore medical 
students before, during, and after viewing a 
comedic videotape. They confirmed the ex
pected fluctuations in neuroendocrine hor-

Sandra I. Neb/sen Cannarel/a received her Ph.D. in immunol-
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mones, 1 and found that these correlated with 
the subjects' perceived humor as defined by 
their psychological tests. 2 In addition, there 
was increased activation and proliferation of 
lymphocytes and increased destruction of 
tumor cells by natural killer cells, above the 
pre-laughter "baseline" levels, suggesting a 
beneficial effect of specific neuroendocrine 
hormones on the inunune system.3 These data 
gave support to the thesis that a diversion such 
as humor was capable of eliciting an emo
tional response that leads to the release of 
biochemicals capable of modulating inunune 
system function. Such modulation may then 
affect an individual's health, an effect that 
would depend, at least, on the strength and 
durability of the modulation and the fre
quency of exposure to the emotion-inducing 
experiences of similar or different types. 

The Physiology of Laughter 
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experienced the emotional "high" that a long, 
hearty spell of laughter produces (not unlike 
the "high" reported by runners). But the 
similarities go much deeper. In both situa
tions-laughing and exercising vigorously
similar neurohormones are produced, includ
ing beta endorphins. Beta endorphins, pro
duced by the brain, are our own tranquilizers. 
They belong to the family of opiates (which 
includes opium, morphine, and heroin) that 
can slow respiration, lower blood pressure, 
decrease sensitivity to pain, lower motor activ
ity, heighten certain immune responses, in
duce feelings of well-being, and relieve stress. 

Biomedical research conducted in the 1970s 
and 1980s revealed that endorphins influence 
immune system function. Further, some lym
phocytes produce their own endorphins and 
bear membrane receptors for receiving endor
phin signals from the brain as well as from 
each other.4 It has also been reported that 
endorphins are released when stimulation of 
the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis 
leads to release of corticosteroids from the 
adrenal glands. This phenomenon can be inter
preted as the body responding to stress signals 
by supplying "dope" to make it feel better.5 

Physiologically, laughter is a respiratory act 
and results in increased pulmonary ventilation 
(above-normal breathing cycles); it increases 
the heart rate proportional to the intensity and 
duration of the laughter episode. After laugh
ter, the heart rate drops below the pre-laugh
ter baseline rate; it does the same to the blood 
pressure (systolic and diastolic). 6Typicallaugh
ter produces musculoskeletal activity and sub
sequent relaxation in muscles of the ribs, 

Endocrine and digestive functions are also 
stimulated through laughter.7 Many parallels 
are drawn between laughter and the benefits 
of exercise, including an enhanced sense of 
well-being, stress reduction, and relaxation.8 

But research also suggests that the benefits 
of laughter and good humor cannot be 

defined strictly within the context of exercise, 
in this case, the physical act of laughing. The 
mental state of humor, or mirth, is beneficial 
in and of itself. Stanford University's William F. 
Fry, Jr., a psychiatrist, is a recognized authority 
in the benefits of humor and laughter. He has 
evaluated the physiologic effects of mirthful 
laughter and, for nearly three decades, em
ployed humor in his practice of psychiatry. In 
addressing the three major life-threatening 
disease conditions in the contemporary West
ern world (heart disease, cancer, and stroke), 
Fry points out the significance of humor in 
combating factors contributing to these dis-
ease processes: 

Stress is antagonized by humor in both its mental 
or emotional aspect and its physical aspect. 
Emotional tension, contributing to stress, is low
ered through the cathartic effects of humor. Anger 
demands a serious attitude; humor banishes the 
tightness and severity which are necessary for 
anger .... With only the exception of the most 
severe degrees of depression, humor relieves the 
devitalizing grip of depression. It offsets, op
poses, diminishes depression .... Mirth opens our 
minds and raises us above slavery to archaic 
reflex. Humor precipitates a complex, thought
provoking experience shared with other humans. 
Humor gives us a choice? 

abdomen, diaphragm, neck, and shoulders. In This power of humor as a liberating agent 
hearty laughter, many more muscles are in- may be of particular importance in light of 
volved, leading to total body relaxation. These research by Steven F. Maier, Ph.D., professor 
effects stem from stimulation of the central and chair of experimental psychology at the 
nervous system, resulting first in a release of University of Colorado, Boulder. Maier advo-
adrenaline, then of beta-endorphin. Research cates the importance of the subject's sense of 
has shown a direct correlation between inten- control in a stressful situation in overcoming 
sity ._QLmirth.Jutd~1~Ycl~_Qf(:EtJ~~ll.QlEt.m!!le~~---··-~!!".f;~~~.JI!.A.12~.~--~!l:l<:!Y1._.M~-i~!_._<l.~.sl !.!!~-·~_<:>_1-
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leagues10 reported that rats given a series of 
inescapable shocks, escapable shocks, or no 
shocks exhibited very different immune reac
tivity. Those animals not capable of escaping 
electrical shocks demonstrated suppressed 
immune activity. There was no difference, 
however, between the animals that were given 
the ability to escape the shocks (but still 
received shocks) and the control animals not 
receiving shocks.11 The authors' interpretation 
was that "the extent of behavioral control over 
the event may be more important than the 
event itself." 

Benefiting From the 
Distractions of Humor 

Based on observations similar to the ones 
made in Maier's study-that subjects ex-

posed to stress do not always suffer sup
pressed immune activity, or become ill-some 
have argued that stress does not, in fact, lead 
to illness. Using similar logic, others argue that 
laughter does not lead to wellness. But percep
tion is the operative word here; it is respon
sible for the "placebo effect" and is the go
between (between event and response to the 
event) of all human emotions. Perception of 
one's life and life experiences is tied to our 
sense of control, and it is this sense that 
tempers much of our emotion and reaction to 
events. 

Marvin Stein, M.D., chief of psychiatry at 
Mount Sinai Hospital in New York City, has 
tested the effects of perception and coping, by 
measuring psychosocial and immune capa
bilities of the husbands of women diagnosed 
with terminal breast cancer. For several years, 
he followed these men through their experi-

A Guide to Interpreting Scientific Studies 
by Byron Greenberg and Sandra credence to the notion that "a merry due to this merriness. 
Neblsen-Cannarella heart doeth good like a medicine"? Another well-known study is the 

Some would say Yes. But scientific Western Electric Study,2 in which 

I n scientific investigation, there scrutiny would reveal that the rela- 2,000 middle-aged men were moni-
are many ways to ask the same tionship between stress and a merry tored for 20 years to determine if 

question. The manner in which you heart would need to be defined (for depression was associated with the 
ask the question will determine the example, does the absence of stress incidence and mortality of cancer. 
methods you use to answer it. If we ensure joyfulness?). Cohen and col- The authors indeed found a signifi-
look at reports of studies on the leagues would have to have mea- cant positive association between 
relationship of emotions and health, sured how merry their subjects' depression and cancer mortality, 
we find three frequently cited pa- hearts were in order to infer the but the increased risk appeared to 
pers. One such study is that of S. relationship. What this study does be minimal. Is depression (or anger, 
Cohen and colleagues. I The ques- tell us is that there is a relationship envy, guilt, or hopelessness) the 
tion asked here was, "Does psycho- between psychological processes opposite of a merry heart? In order 
logical stress suppress host resis- and resistance to infection. But what to generalize this study's results to 
tance to infection?" To answer this about a merry heart? the question, "Does a merry heart 
question, the authors gave 394 When do we use medicine? AI- do good like a medicine?" we would 
healthy subjects a stress question- most always, after we've become ill, have to assume that these emotions 
naire and then administered nasal much like the subjects in Cohen's are the opposite of a merry heart, 
drops containing either a salt water study probably did (a merry heart). and then we really would be ad-
solution (control) or a respiratory Did a "merry heart/medicine" arne- dressing the question, "Does a non-
virus. They reported that the rates of liorate the illness in this study? We merry heart do bad?" As mentioned 
respiratory infection increased pro- don't know, because we have nei- earlier, the methods used by scien-
portionately to the degree of psy- ther a measure of the degree of the tists are dictated by the research 
chological stress measured in the merriness nor knowledge about the question. In both of the above stud-
subjects. Does this study lend any rate of recovery that may have ~_('!_f! _____ j~~._th~-r~~-a_r<::h-9!1~§Ji9_n_bl!d I}Qth-
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ence of witnessing various stages of their 
wives' illness and death. He continued to 
study them for at least two years after the loss 
of their spouses. Stein demonstrated impaired 
immune function in bereavement 12 and de
pression, 13 as well as general health and life 
expectancy. He also clearly demonstrated that 
positive perception helped these male sub
jects cope. In another study of mid-life wellness 
factors, by Harvard's George Vaillant, M.D., 
humor was again singled out as a major stress
coping mechanism possessed by healthy men. 
The men in this study understood and used 
the stress-relieving power of humor-to re
lieve tensions, break negative feelings, and 
put their problems in perspective.14 

Perception, not coincidentally, was one of 
the aspects of mind-body interaction that we 
measured in our laughter experiment at Lorna 
Linda University Medical Center. Our findings 

fit well with Maier's. We first studied the 
immune responses of our subjects a few days 
before watching a comic video. Against this 
background, we compared measurements 
made immediately before watching the video 
with the same measurements performed sev
eral times throughout the viewing, and after 
the viewing. Remarkably, an increase in im
mune capability had developed in our sub
jects in response to the anticipation they 
perceived immediately before starting the ex
periment, as compared to an assessment done 
two weeks earlier (perception was measured 
by the Profile of Mood States [POMS] assess
ment questionnaire at each of these time 
points). The subjects knew that they could 
anticipate the viewing of a videotape of a 
comedian of their choice, and would be 
offered pizza and soda following the final 
blood drawing. In addition, they were encour-

ing to do with a joyful heart; instead, 
they were measuring stress (nega
tive) emotions and their influence 
on the immune system. 

In any scientific investigation, cer
tain assumptions are made. The 
challenge to consumers of the re
sulting literature is not to make 
additional assumptions, but to scru
tinize the assumptions made by the 
investigators. For example, in the 
first article, the authors assumed 
that the measurement of stress that 
they used did indeed measure 
"stress." In the second article, the 
authors assumed that depression 
measured 20 years ago was a trait 
that would occur over time instead 

immune system (the "front line de
fense" for preventing infection) can 
be affected by a current, acute stress, 
while the adaptive immune system 
(the "elite army" responsible for 
fighting an established infection) 
can be left intact. Because the im
mune system is made up of multiple 
parts-each differently affected by 
various events-the whole system 
is not necessarily compromised by 
the presence of some stress emo
tion. This is particularly true if the 
stress emotion emerges from a short
term, acute event. 

Did they measure depression?" The 
truth is, this study used a different 
measure of depression from the 
first. Could this have caused the 
difference in results? Perhaps, but 
all we know at this point is that the 
two studies have differing results. 
One says that depression and can
cer are related, and the other says 
they are not. If we are going to 
answer the question, "Does a merry 
heart do good like a medicine?" then 
we as scientists would use none of 
these studies. 

1. S. Cohen, D. A.). Tyrrell, and A. P. In the third study,3 A. B. 
Zonderman, P. T. Costa, and R. R. 
McCrae considered the risk for can-

Smith, "Psychological Stress and Sus
ceptibility to the Common Cold," New 
Englandjournal if Medicine 325 (1991), 

of it being a one-time event. It is cer morbidity and mortality relative pp. 606-612. 
tempting to make additional assump- to depression. This study used a 2. V. W. Persky,). Kepthome-Rawson, 
tions, such as assuming that a lack of nationwide selection of subjects; they and R. B. Shekelle, "Personality and Risk 
depression is the equivalent of joy showed no significant relationship of Cancer: 20-year Follow-up of the 
or merriment; this is not logical. One between depression and risk of can- Western Electric Study," Psychosomatic 
might also assume that host resis- cer and death. This should cause Medicine 49 (1987), PP· 435-439. 

· di · · b · d 3. A. B. Zonderman, P. T. Costa, and tance to an mva ng orgamsm ts some eye rows to nse an ques-
R. R. McCrae, "Depression as a Risk for 

indicative of the ability of the system tions to be asked-such as, "What Cancer Morbidity and Mortality in a 
to fight off an infection that has were the instruments used in this Nationally Representative Sample," ]our-
alreadytakentheupperhand.How- study? Were they the same ones nal of the American Medical Associa-
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aged to bring a friend or spouse to the event. 
In other words, we had been able to measure 
the effect of positive anticipation on immune 
function, perhaps an extension of the per
ceived positive anticipation--demonstrated 
in Maier's experiment-of being able to es
cape an electrical shock. 

Through numerous studies over the past 
two decades, investigators have demonstrated 
that during different mood states, substances 
are released in the mind and body. They have 
also observed the effects of those substances 
on immune function, and correlated them 
with either salutary, unhealthy, or inconse
quential effects. The majority of researchers 
agree that stress, grief, loneliness, pain, and 
feelings of helplessness may eventually lead 
to ill health. Now we find growing acceptance 
of the role humor and laughter can play in 
diverting the subject from the stress and pain 
of unpleasant events and conditions. 

Recent findings from two studies in pain 
tolerance management offer further support 
for this conclusion. IS It is known that more 
than one type of cognitive psychological tech
nique can increase pain tolerance. Distrac
tions of several types can achieve this end. To 
measure its relative effectiveness in increasing 
pain tolerance, humor was contrasted with 
repulsive and neutral distractors. In these two 
studies using large numbers of subjects, repul
sive stimuli were found to be as effective as 

Treating Stress With Humor 

I am ready, then, as a scientist and practicing 
immunologist, to endorse humor and laugh

ter as beneficial. Indeed, I routinely instruct 
our patients to bring diversionary activities 
into their lives such as laughter, music, and 
hobbies that bring personal enjoyment and 
satisfaction. Here, though, we encounter one 
of the more challenging facets of the study of 
humor--determining what humor is, and how 
one quantifies it. jessica Milner Davis, an 
Australian psychiatrist, 16 and Carolyn Aust, 
chair of the Colorado Commission on Aging, 
are among the leaders using humor in their 
clinical practices. They, and others, have helped 
define humor as the attributes in a situation or 
story that lead us to perceive what is absurd, 
ridiculous, or incongruous. Our perception, in 
turn, leads us to feel mirthful, or to laugh. I 
recall reading a newspaper commentary a few 
years ago by Edward de Bono, a literary 
commentator specializing in humor, in which 
he descirbes humor as arising directly from the 
process of perception, which allows the mind 
to "switch over and look at something in a 
completely new way." Harvey Mindess, au
thor of Laughter and Liberation, agrees: "Hu
mor is an attitude toward life, an ability to be 
objective, unattached, and see the absurdity of 
one's plight. Humor is willingness to accept 
life and oneself. "17 

humorous stimuli in successfully increasing How does one measure humor? Consensus 
tolerance to pain. These studies suggest that it has been long in coming. About 25 years ago, 
is not a unique quality of humor that mediates research psychologists begansettingtheirsights 
pain (and perhaps stress) tolerance, but rather on positive emotions, and humor became a 
its ability to distract the subject from the focus of attention.18 For many years thereafter, 
experience of pain. While most of us would psychologists and psychiatrists struggled to 
prefer to be distracted by joyous rather than develop tools that could measure and define 
repulsive subject matter, the fact remains that humor in all its many forms. Although great 
subjects capable of inducing strong emotional strides have been made toward identifying the 
states can be effective pain reducers. Whether "chemical nature" of humor, 19 researchers are 
all stimuli capable of increasing pain tolerance limited, primarily, to instruments of self-re-
achieve this effect by the same mechanisms port. The Situational Humor Response Ques-
re111<1!~~~?~~~-~~~!i~~c:~~~~ _ ~ ·~· ·~~~~~~~······-~- _ ~~-~J~()B!!~!r~ .... ~t!RQ),_~c:ley~lQp.esLhy:~~Martia~and 
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Lefcourt, used in conjunction with the Profile 
of Mood States (POMS) test developed by 
McNair, Lor, and Droppleman, have become 
standards in this field. Other instruments exist, 
and each one has its peculiar strengths and 
weaknesses. In most cases, more than one test 
is required to suit the needs of a particular 
effort. 

Once we have agreed on the definitions, 
how do we put humor to practical, everyday 
use? Laughter and humor have been used by 
professionals in treating patients, discussing 
treatment options, diagnoses and prognoses, 
relieving stress in the workplace (particularly 
in emergency rooms, 

patients, to lighten both their own and their 
patients' moods, to encourage their patients to 
communicate and express emotions, to dispel 
anger and aggression, and to relieve panic and 
anxiety. Both patients and staff report benefit
ing from sharing humor. 

B ut humor-as a treatment-works equally 
well as "preventative medicine." joel 

Goodman, Ed.D., in his quarterly magazine 
Laughing Matters, encourages us to observe 
good comedians handling hecklers to learn to 
become "light on our feet"--expert at defus
ing threatening or stressful situations. He 

promotes the idea that 
surgical suites, and in
tensive care units), and 
resolving personnel is
sues, just as persons 
outside the medical 
profession have done 
for decades. More re
cently, however, humor 
has become a kind of 
treatment option in the 
modern medical set
ting. Numerous hospi
tals, medical centers, 
and rehabilitation cen-

Whether humor, mirth, and 
laughter produce beneficial 
effects on the immune sys
tem, and therefore on health, 
is no longer in doubt. Tbe 
emotion of happiness has, for 
many centuries, been equated 
with health. Recent research 
confirms this belief 

we should practice hu
mor-planned sponta
neity-so as to prepare 
us to act with grace 
under pressure or in an 
embarrassing moment. 
He tells the story of 
humorist Robert Bench
ley who, when leaving 
a posh Manhattan res
taurant, turned to the 
uniformed man at the 
door and asked him to 
call for a taxi. When the 

ters have developed humor teams, humor man replied icily, "I happen to be a rear 
carts that are wheeled through patient areas admiral in the United States Navy," Benchley 
like the roving library and gift carts, and said, "All right then, get us a battleship." 
humor rooms, all intended to assist patients But, we may ask, what if we don't feel 
through their recovery process, or to help humorous, or in good spirits? What good can 
alleviate anxiety and pain. Dr. David Bresler, humor possibly do us then? Not surprisingly, 
director of UCLA's Pain Control Clinic, tells us many experts tells us to feign or pretend to be 
that "the most common expensive and dis- happy if we are having trouble getting into a 
abling disorder in the United States is pain, happy mood. "You have to start somewhere, 
and the key to eliminating pain is to change even if it means going through the motions at 
your mind and attitude-laughter provides first," says psychologist Harry A. Olson, of 
that opportunity."20 Reisterstown, Maryland. "[l]fyou decide to be 

In addition, humor is being used by the healthy, hopeful, and fun-loving, that's what 
medical profession to improve the workplace you'll be."21 Remember the experiments of 
setting. For example, nurses use humor to Ader and Cohen in which animals were "con-
@ke th~l]:}§~J_yesJ(;!~l_!!!Q!"~~gL(;!~~~-"WiffiJh~!r _____ Qi!:i_Q_ll~Q_'!_W_t:!L!2QL_g!:t:!_fQ!!Q!l!Q!!~Q_j_!l __ ~!lY 
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ways/2 one of which is to respond physiologi
cally to a feigned smile in the same way we 
respond when smiling from pleasure--it is a 
"patterned response." 

Whether humor, mirth, and laughter pro
duce beneficial effects on the immune system, 
and therefore on health, is no longer in doubt. 
Humor is an emotion, emotions elicit the 
release of neurohormones, and neurohor
mones modulate immune system function. 
Experienced events are processed by the 
mind; emotions and reactions to all events are 
tempered first by emotional reactions and 
then by cognitive processes that assign at
tributes. What is critical is each person's own 

perception of the situation, the intensity and 
duration of his or her emotion, and the pres
ence, type, and strength of collateral emo
tions. 

The emotion of happiness has, for many 
centuries, been equated with health and lon
gevity. Recent research confirms this belief. 
Future research in this area should establish 
whether humor elicits the same, similar, or 
different neurohormonal patterns than other 
types of stimuli, and determine which stimulus 
is most effective in a particular clinical setting. 
Then we will be empowered to use nature's 
own pharmacopia in a competent manner. 
Until then, I will continue to laugh-a lot. 
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I Is a Merry Heart 
Like a Placebo? 
Science is slow in supporting what many assum~ is self

evident-a healthy body presupposes a cheerful disposition. 

by Gary Gilbert 

C 
INDY SHIVERED AS SHE SAT ON THE EXAMI

natiOn table in the medical clinic with 
the skin on her bare arms puckered 

into goose flesh. She dabbed her nose with a 
handkerchief and sniffed before talking. "I've 
been under a lot of stress," she said. "My 
boyfriend is mad at me, and I've been missing 
work too often. I'm afraid I might lose my job. 
This stress must have knocked out my immu
nity because I never get sick. Now I'm con
gested, my throat is sore, and my head hurts." 
I examined Cindy, explained to her that she 
was likely experiencing a viral infection, and 
reluctantly wrote out the antibiotic prescrip
tion that she insisted would make her well 
more quickly. 

Two days later, I was in the oncology clinic 
with Mr. and Mrs. Goodwin. Only two weeks 

earlier I had unhappily informed Mr. Goodwin 
that he had cancer of the pancreas and would 
not live longer than a few months. Mr. Goodwin 
slumped in his chair and kept his eyes trained 
on the floor while his wife talked. "I tell him 
to stop moping around," she said. "It will only 
make the cancer worse. He has to think 
positively." Mr. Goodwin's eyes were glisten
ing when he looked at me. 

"I try, Doctor, but I can't feel happy. I feel 
sad all the time." His shoulders shook and he 
started to sob. "How would you feel if you 
knew that you were dying?" 

Outside of the examining room, Mrs. 
Goodwin pulled me aside to say that Mr. 
Goodwin had been moody for many years. "I 
think those bad moods may have something 
to do with this," she said, gesturing toward the 
room. "When you have bad moods it affects 

Gary Gilbert graduated from La Sierra University and Lorna your body. It can make you sick. I heard about 
LindaMedica/Schooi.Heisanassistantprofessorofmedicine it on television. What do you think, Doctor?" 
at Harvard Medical School with a biochemistry research What do I think? Did emotional stress make 
laboratory at the West Roxbury VA Medical Center in Boston, 
Massachusetts. Gilbert is a regional representative of the Cindy susceptible to catching a cold? Did 
Ass~it:~_t!<>t!oL.11!!lJf!1!!is!!'C!~~'-~-····---····~········~·· ·····--····depres.sion~.cause._Mr .. ~Good:win.to.deYelop 
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cancer? Will his current mood have any impact 
upon his outcome? Almost everyone I have 
talked to has an opinion about the effect of 
their attitudes upon their health. In my own 

Narrowing the Focus to Colds 
And Cancer 

family, my mother believes that a good mental Everybody knows that the state of the mind 
outlook protects her from colds; and my sister, can have dramatic and immediate affects 
a psychologist, believes that with a good upon the body. Children cry from tummy 
attitude, she may protect herself against can- aches when their parents fight. It is not that 
cer and heart disease. Educated people, as they have eaten too much fruit or acquired a 
well as uneducated ones, seem to believe in a viral infection; they get physical pain in their 
connection between their emotional well- tummies because they are upset. Medical 
being and their health. students get diarrhea on the morning before a 

Stephen Jay Gould, the Harvard paleontolo- biochemistry test. Again, the diarrhea has 
gist and essayist, is known for skepticism and nothing to do with the food or water they have 
is both admired and disdained for debunking consumed, and it is relieved predictably after 
myths about baseball players, historical fig- the test is completed. Most of us can remem-
ures, and natural history. He suffered the ber a classical demonstration of the mind 
misfortune of contracting cancer and subse- affecting bodily function: The Russian scien-
quently, benefited from good therapy and tist, Pavlov, who taught dogs to salivate when 
good luck in apparently eliminating the can- they heard a bell. After sufficient training, the 
cer. When he wrote about his cancer he said, dogs' minds made the connection between 
"Attitude clearly matters in fighting cancer. We hearing the bell and smelling the food, so they 
don't know why ... But match people with the salivated in response to the bell when no food 
same cancer for age, class, health, and socio- was present. Another classic illustration was 
economic status, and, in general, those with performed by Sir William Osler, an American 
positive attitudes, with a strong will and pur- medical educator. He had a patient who 
pose for living, with commitment to struggle, reliably wheezed with asthma in response to 
and with an active response to aiding their the scent of a rose. To demonstrate that her 
own treatment and not just a passive accep- response was habitual and no longer required 
tance of anything doctors say tend to live the rose scent, he exposed her to an artificial 
longer."1 Did Gould do his homework before rose. She began to wheeze. 
asserting this claim? Or have I caught him It is not the existence of a mind-body 
espousing the hopes of Norman Cousins rather connection that I wish to discuss, for it is very 
than conclusions based upon scientific evi- clear that a connection exists. Rather, I wish to 
dence? discuss the importance of that connection for 

My objective in this essay is to address the common cold and for cancer. Colds and 
Cindy's remarks and Mrs. Goodwin's ques- cancer are more difficult to explain in relation-
tion, "What do you think, Doctor?" More ship to the mind than tummy aches, salivation, 
specifically, I will address the questions: or asthma. Colds involve a viral infection as 
What are the physiological mechanisms well as symptoms from the viral infection. 
through which moods and attitudes may Susceptibility to infection and the reactive 
influence health? Does mental stress cause symptoms may be modulated by the immune 
susceptibility to colds or to cancer? Does the system and possibly by the state of the mind. 
mood of a cancer patient influence how long Cancer is caused by the accumulation of 
he .QLshe.JYilUiv~? --···-·······~---·--· ---~·-··- _______ genetic_mJJt~tionsJ.n.~~-elL~.9_ll:L~LeY~!!ill111ly 
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its daughter cells are able to evade normal 
growth regulators and the body's immune 
system. These independent cells are finally 
able to crowd out normal life processes. 
Hypothetically, the genetic mutations of can
cer, the failure of cells to repair them, and the 
failure of immune system surveillance in al
lowing the cancer cells to grow may all be 
related the state of the immune system or the 
mind. The many possible ways that the state 
of the mind may hypothetically influence 
susceptibility to colds and cancer have given 
rise to a great deal of scientific investigation 
and nearly limitless speculation in popular 
talk shows and magazines. 

Because of my general skeptical bias, I 
decided to skip over the myriad scientific 
studies that indicate that the mind influences 
one specific immune function or another. 
Those studies are interesting, and it is fun to 
speculate about how one immune dysfunc
tion may cause a disease. And there is no 
shortage of connections between the brain 

FIGURE 1 
RELATIONSHIP OF STRESSFUL LIFE EVENTS TO 

INFECTION BY CoLD VIRUS 

II LowStress ~ High Stress 
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RV•rhinovirus; RSV•respiratory syncitial virus; CV•coronavirus. 
Volunteers who had completed questionnaires were given 
intranasal innoculation with various strains of cold virus. The fre
quency of infection for those with low and high stress is depicted 
for the various viral strains. 
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and immune organs, pathways through which 
the mind may talk directly to immune cells. 
Recently, new biochemical connections have 
been described. These studies only get me 
halfway to my destination. I wanted to know 
if the state of the mind actually influences 
acquisition of and symptoms from a common 
cold, not whether there is a plausible immune 
pathway through which that effect may occur. 
Therefore, I have skipped those studies to 
sample only studies that have made direct 
correlations between the state of the mind and 
colds or cancer. 

The mechanism through which attitude is to 
benefit health is obscure in Ellen White's 
writing. She mentions the effect of brain 
"electric power" on the whole system. Ellen 
White's "electric power" mechanism is not 
sufficiently articulated in her writings to be 
either validated or invalidated by more recent 
findings involving brain function and the 
immune system. In the late 20th century, we 
understand the nature of the electrical im
pulses from the brain more thoroughly than 
19th-century health reformers did. 

Good Moods Don't Prevent 
The Common Cold 

I t is surprisingly difficult to perform scientific 
studies upon people who suffer from the 

common cold. If two different people are sick 
with runny noses, fatigue, and joint aches, 
does that mean that they are both infected 
with the same virus? Have they both had the 
same exposure to the causative virus? Special 
precautions were taken to perform the study 
that I believe is the most informative about the 
effect of mood upon susceptibility to cold 
infection. 2 Three hundred ninety-four healthy 
adults agreed to be isolated from friends and 
family in a large laboratory where innoculations 
of cold-causing virus would be squirted into 

. ... .theif_.J1Q.S1rils. ___ EYe_cy __ pe_rs_on __ .was ___ asked ...... to 
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complete a battery of questionnaires to deter
mine whether he or she was distressed, ner
vous, or sad. They were asked whether they 
had difficulty coping with life and whether 
they had lost family members, been fired from 
a job, or suffered other stressful events within 
the past year. Each person was given a nu
meric score pertaining to his or her mood, 
attitude, and the stress to which he or she had 
been exposed. 

After completing the questionnaires and re
ceiving a viral innoculation, the test subjects 
were observed to see if they developed runny 
noses and headaches, to see whether nasal 
secretions contained growing viruses, and to 
see if they developed an immune response to 
the virus with which they had been innoculated. 
After hundreds of people had been studied, the 
cumulative results began to show a pattern. 
People who had experience stressful life events 
within the prior year were more likely to 
develop a runny nose and a headache after 
innoculation with a cold virus than those who 
had not (see Figure 1). Similarly, the chance of 
virus growing in nasal secretions and develop
ing an immune response to the virus was higher 
in the people who reported stressful life events. 

This study suggests that Cindy was right. 
Stressful life events apparently increase sus
ceptibility to colds. The increased suscepti
bility was detected in this study in people 
exposed to all five types of cold virus. To be 
sure, the difference in susceptibility to virus 
infection was relatively small. On average, the 
chance of developing a cold was about 15 
percent higher for the people who reported 
stressful life events than for those who did not. 
While those who avoided stress appear to 
have improved their odds, it is worth noting 
that a much more favorable increase in odds 
had previously been demonstrated in those 
who remember to wash their hands and hence 

good attitude. The happy, confident people 
got colds at the same rate as those who were 
sad or angry. This study suggested that the 
stressful life events increased the risk of a cold 
without making people sadder, angrier, or 
more desperate than those who had avoided 
the stressful events. 

Depression Doesn't Lead 
To Cancer 

D o bad moods cause cancer? Imagine how 
you would answer that question in a 

clinical study. First you would identify people 
who have bad moods and others who do not. 
You might do that by asking people questions 
using a standardized personality exam. Mter 
you determined how optimistic or depressed 
each person was, you might assign a depres
sion score for each one; for example, 0 might 
mean no depression at all, and 100 might 
mean terribly depressed. Then you would 
have to keep track of all of these people for a 

FIGURE 2 
RisK oF DEVELOPING CANCER oR DYING FROM 
CANCER AS A FUNCTION OF DEPRESSIVE MooD 
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Employees of the Western Electric Company were administered a 
personality test and assigned a depressive score (D-score) in 
which a higher number indicates more depressive symptoms. The 

avoid exposure to the cold virus. employees were divided into five groups for analysis, based upon 
• . their depressive symptoms. After 20 years, the risk of being 

What about a merry heart? ThiS study dtd diagnosed with cancer or dying from cancer was slightly higher 
not show an advanta e to a ood mood or a among those with more depressive symptoms. 
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long time to see which ones developed cancer 
and which ones did not. This is precisely what 
was done with men who worked for the 
Western Electric Company.3 The questions 
were asked using the Minnesota Multiphasic 
Personality Inventory during the years of 1957-
1958. Each man received a numeric depres
sion score--less than 60 was normal, and a 
higher number indicated a more depressive 
mood than normal. In 1978, 20 years after 
taking the test, 2,018 men were located and 
the number who had contracted cancer and 
the number who had died from cancer were 
counted. The men were divided into five 
groups, according to their depression scores, 
to analyze the risk of cancer (see Figure 2). 
The men who were in the more depressed 
groups had acquired cancer at a higher rate 
than those from the non-depressed groups. In 
addition, men in the depressed groups had a 
higher risk of dying from cancer than those 
who were less depressed. The risk of dying 

FIGURE 3 

from cancer also appeared to be higher in 
those with an increased depressive score. By 
statistical analysis, however, the authors con
cluded that there was greater than a 5 percent 
likelihood that the association between cancer 
diagnosis and depression may have occurred 
by chance. In contrast, the increase in cancer 
deaths in the depressed men was not likely to 
have occurred by chance. 

The scientists who conducted this study 
also asked the men how old they were, how 
much they smoked and drank, and whether 
family members had been diagnosed with 
cancer. You might suspect that the men who 
were depressed were more likely to smoke or 
were older or had family members who died 
of cancer. The scientists did not find any of 
these results. Only the higher depressive score 
corresponded to a higher cancer risk. 

The Western Electric study suggests that 
men who are depressed have a cancer risk 
about 11 percent over 20 years versus 9 

percent for the nondepressed. They 

SURVIVAL AflER DIAGNOSIS OF INCURABLE CANCER 
As A FuNCTION OF Mooo 

have an increased risk of dying from 
cancer of 8 percent versus 5 percent 
over the same time interval. The in
creased risk from depression is small 
by comparison to the cancer risk from 
cigarette smoking or radiation expo
sure. It is substantial, however, when 
compared to the risk of early death 
from mild hypertension (mild high 
blood pressure) or mild hypercholet
erolemia (mildly elevated cholesterol) . 
These results support the contention 
of Mrs. Goodwin, who suspects that 
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depression contributed to her 
husband's cancer, and the contention 
of Ellen White that bad mood may 

After being told that their cancer could not be cured by surgery, cause lethal diseases. 
radiation, or chemotherapy, some patients agreed to take personality 1 have discussed the Western Elec-
tests to evaluate their mood. Based upon test results, patients were d 
divided into three groups of approximately equal size. All three groups tric Study because it is the stu Y 
continued to receive the best available medical care to prolong life and people quote most frequently as es-
to relieve suffering. Patients with better moods did not survive longer, tablishing a relationship between de-
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only scientific study that had addressed the 
relationship between depression and cancer, 
then we would conclude that evidence sup
ported that relationship. But the Western 
Electric Study is not the only study to have 
addressed the issue, and it is not the best. The 
weakness of the Western Electric Study is that 
there were only a few patients who were 
depressed and had cancer. While the initial 

suggest that this relationship is not worth 
worrying about. Far better to use one's en
ergy to avoid cigarettes and violence, exer
cise regularly, and eat lean foods. 

Good Humor Doesn't Cure 
Cancer 

group of2,020 men was large, only 389 men Mrs. Goodwin believes that her husband, 
were clearly depressive and only 31 of these who has cancer, could live longer by 
died of cancer. For comparison, 20 men died thinking positively, that he could fight the 
of cancer in the group of 382 men who were cancer if he only tried. Norman Cousins popu-
least depressed. A difference of 11 deaths larized this approach and gave it respectabil-
between the highest risk and lowest risk ity. Outside of his dramatic and well-told 
groups is a small enough difference that a personal experiences, however, he provided 
little bit of good luck in one group or a little little evidence that thoughts and mood have 
bit of bad luck in the other-rather than any effect on the outcome of illness. 
depression or optimism-may account for the Researchers at the University of Pennsylva-
difference. nia Cancer Center conducted a clinical study 

In a larger study, 9,000 patients with abnor- to determine whether optimistic cancer pa-
mal mood, including many with depression, tients lived longer or had a lower risk of cancer 
were compared with 9,000 people with nor- recurrence than pessimistic or depressed pa-
mal mood. 4 Over a period of 25 years, the risk tients. 7 Two hundred and two patients whose 
of cancer was the same in both groups. In yet cancer could not be cured by surgery agreed 
another study, 9,727 people filled out ques- to complete a questionnaire evaluating their 
tionnaires designed to see if they were de- mood and attitude. The researchers divided 
pressed, and the frequency of cancer was the patients into three groups based upon 
evaluated 10 to 15 years later. 5 The risk of their mood scores. We could call the groups 
cancer was the same among the people who the optimists, the realists, and the pessimists. 
had depressive symptoms and those who did Each patient received the best available therapy 
not. The combined weight of these studies for his or her cancer. After five years, all three 
has led most doctors to conclude that the groups of patients had done equally well--or 
Western Electric Study showed an associa- equally poorly (see Figure 3). Approximately 
tion between depression and cancer because 80 percent of the patients from all three groups 
of chance, not because of a real association. had died. The optimists did not live any longer, 
Editors in most influential medical journals on average, than the realists or the pessimists. 
have taken that position. Marcia Angell, of Another 155 patients who had recently had 
the New England journal of Medicine con- cancer successfully removed were asked to fill 
eluded, ". . . the combined evidence . . . is out the questionnaires. These patients had 
clearly not consistent with a strong relation- either melanoma, a skin cancer, or breast 
ship between depressive symptoms and can- cancer. All of the patients had a 15 to 50 
cer ... "6 These studies do not entirely ex- percent risk that the cancer would return 
elude a relationship between cancer and elsewhere in their body. The researchers 
ci~pr~~~siQn,J21ltJQLt:h~J!Y~t<!g~-P~f-~Qn1h~Y--~-w_~mt~ciJgJ~ng_Wj{ th~~~ff~~!Qt::t_tt!~cl~J:!l!ght 
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be more pronounced in patients who were not 
as severely ill. Perhaps an optimal immune 
system would be able to eradicate a micro
scopic residual cancer even if it was no match 
for a large cancer which was inoperable. In 
this group of patients, the researchers moni
tored how many of the patients had cancer 
recurrences. Similar results were obtained as 
with the other study. The recurrence of cancer 
was just as common with the optimists as with 
the pessimists. Actually, the middle group
the realists-fared slightly worse than the 
optimists or the pessimists, but the difference 
was not statistically significant. 

The results of this study contradict the belief 
of Mrs. Goodwin, Norman Cousins, Stephen 
Jay Gould, and my mother. The length of time 
a patient survived with cancer was not influ
enced by his or her attitude. Hopefulness, 
well-adjustedness, and strong social ties did 
not influence survival. The length of time a 
patient lived was influenced by age, the type 
and location of cancer, and prior health. 

Benefits Are Hard to Prove 

W hen I started to read medical reports in 
preparation for this essay, I was aware 

of the Western Electrical Study, which sug
gested that depression may cause cancer, and 
the British cold study, which suggested that 
stress influences susceptibility to colds. Be
cause of these studies, I suspected I would 
find evidence that attitude influences suscep
tibility to disease. In contrast, the best studies 
that I have been able to find suggest that the 
effect of attitude is not detectable. While 

Company showed an association between 
depression and death from cancer, two larger 
studies did not. Furthermore, a favored idea 
of Norman Cousins and other mind-over
body advocates-that cancer may be held at 
bay by sustained laughter or by cerebral 
command of battles between lymphocytes 
and cancer cells-was not supported by 
these studies. To be fair to the mind-over
body advocates, I admit that the approach of 
patients being instructed to imagine their 
immune cells attacking cancer cells was not 
tested in these studies. Even so, the advo
cates of this type of approach claim that the 
benefits are indirect--they claim that the 
person gains a sense of control and hope, and 
it is these feelings that lead to remission from 
cancer or prolonged life. Nobody actually 
believes that the patients have cerebral con
trol over specific lymphocyte attacks. The 
results from the Philadelphia cancer survival 
study did not give even a hint that these 
feelings of hope or control prolong survival 
from cancer. 

You may now have the impression that I am 
claiming the mind has no effect on health. Not 
true. The short-term effect of mood upon 
some diseases has been dramatically demon
strated. For example, people with atheroscle
rosis of coronary arteries can have an imme
diate narrowing of those arteries in response 
to fear. In other people, asthma attacks pre
dictably follow anxiety or anger. And I have 
not approached the claims that personality 
type influences health. Certainly you have 
heard something of the claim that "type A" 
personality causes coronary heart disease, and 
possibly of the Yale Medical School study 

emotional stress affected susceptibility to colds, suggesting that good health is associated with 
attitude did not. That is, stressful events such a personality type. 
as the loss of a loved one or the loss of a job Nor am I ready to say that the mind has no 
increased the risk of catching a cold-whether effect in dealing with cancer. In two recent 
or not the person felt sad or that life was out studies, cancer patients who had been ran-
of his or her control. domlyselectedtoparticipateinsupportgroups 
~ ·~~~~~i~~.._~~lJh().:ygh~!h~ .. :W_~.§1~!ItJU~~ll:i~-·~~~-Jiy~.QJg_ng~r.Jhan~tlle_p_ati~nts_who_:were~ not 
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selected. Although the reason for the im
proved survival was uncertain, it is hard to 
imagine that a support group could affect 
survival through a pathway other than the 
mind. In these studies, it did not appear that 
participation in a support group caused a 
change in attitude; attitude questionnaires did 
not indicate such a change. I believe that it is 
still possible that some types of connectedness 
with people or some state of the mind that 
scientists have not learned to measure affects 
resistance to cancer. 

And what are we to do with the claim of 
Solomon that "A merry heart doeth good like a 
medicine"? If I am sick with pneumonia I will 
take penicillin, and if I develop diabetes I will 
take insulin, without regard to my mood. If, 
however, I develop pancreatic cancer that 
cannot be removed by a surgeon, I will know 
that chemotherapy and radiation therapy are 
not likely to be more effective than a placebo. 
I just might order videotapes with funny mov
ies, preferring the merry heart to the chemo
therapy that may do so little to improve my life. 
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The Sacredness of 
Laughter 
Laughter expresses our enjoyment of creation, acknowledges the 

paradoxes of humanity, and celebrates the joy of redemption. 

by Roy Branson 

I 
N LAUGHTER WE HEAR THE SOUNDS OF THE 

sacred. Laughter responds to the pleasure 
of creation, recognizes the complexities of 

the human condition, and experiences the 
exultation of redemption. At the heart of our 
merriment, we discover the holy. 

At Play In the Fields of the Lord 

The laughter of play is not a polite titter here 
and there, but the robust, spontaneous 

laughter that tumbles out when we touch the 
colors, shapes, and textures of God's world. It 
is the laughter of pleasure-from rolling down 
grassy hillsides, riding ocean waves to shore, 
feeling directly, on our fingertips, the softness 
and swellings of spring. The laughter of play 
responds to the tentative greens, indigoes, and 
brash yellows of springtime. In our delight 
with creation and its God, how can we not 

break out new Easter outfits and flock to 
church to celebrate the resurrection of our 
Lord-the one who so dramatically restored 
his creation? 

Gerard Manley Hopkins gathered creation 
into himself and exclaimed: 

Nothing is so beautiful as Spring-
When weeds, in wheels, shoot long and lovely and 

lush; 
Tbrnsb 's eggs look little low heavens, and tbrnsb 
Tbrougb the echoing timber does so rinse and 

wring 
Tbe ear, it strikes like lightnings to bear him sing; 
Tbe glassy peartree leaves and blooms, they brnsb 
Tbe descending blue; that blue is all in a rnsb 
With richness; the racing lambs too have fair their 

fling. 

What is all this juice and all this joy? 
A strain oft be earth's sweet being in the beginning 
In Eden garden . ... 1 

No wonder at Creation "the morning stars 
Roy Branson is theeditorofSpectrum, diroctorcfthe Washington sang together, and all the sons of God shouted 
Institute, and a senior research fellow at the Kennedy Institute . , . 
ofEtbics, GeorgetownUniversity.AgraduateofAtlanticUnion for JOY Oob 38:7, KJV). No wonder lsatah 
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back in peace; the mountains and the hills 
before you shall burst into song, and all the 
trees of the field shall clap their hands!" (Isaiah 
55:12, NRSV). 

The laughter of play comes in the Eden of 
our lives. Psychologists like Piaget say that 
children begin to laugh at about four months 
of age, when they are tickled, and at about 
eight months in response to others playing 
peek-a-boo.2 Play is a direct, spontaneous 

When the trumpet sounds, it says, 'Aha!'" Qob 
39:20-25, NRSV). In the uncomplicated, direct 
enjoyment of one another and of the world, 
we emulate our Creator. To chortle at the 
sheer abundance of God's creation is an act 
of worship. 

Bring In the Clowns 

response to the world, its shapes and colors, At about one year of age a child begins to 
its movement and variety--Hopkins' "all things laugh at the unusual, inappropriate be-
counter, original, spare, strange."3 Play is not havior of adults making funny faces or walk-
even games or sport, with their time-honored, ing on all fours. At two, children laugh at 
formal structures, their rules and errors, win- incongruities and try creating their own juxta-
ners and losers. Play is fun, revelry, even positions.5 Increasingly, comedy is different 
frivolity. from play. Play is full of immediate sense 

The laughter of play wells up from imme- impressions, carefree movement, full-bodied 
diate sensations, carefree movement, a frol- pleasures. Comedy is more studied. Its plea-
icking through God's universe; an essentially sures, especially those of wit, erupt in the 
light-headed enjoyment of pleasures yearn- mind more than the senses. Play loses itself in 
ing to be indulged. The laughter of play is the the moment; comedy remains one step re-
music of carefree community: "The sound of moved. 
mirth and the sound of gladness, the voice of The laughter of comedy is more nervous, 
the bridegroom and the voice of the bride" sharper than the laughter of play. Comedy 
(Jeremiah 25:10, NRSV); "'the sound of harp- results from seeing unexpected connections, 
ists and minstrels and of flutists and trumpet- from putting two dissimilar situations to-
ers"' (Revelation 18:22, NRSV). Play is sensu- gether--a candidate for President of the great-
alitywithout tears; a delight in flexing muscles, est nation on earth, while addressing a cam-
in developing curves. It is "the voice of my paign rally, manages to fall off a platform. 
beloved! . . . like a gazelle or a young stag Indeed, our ability to laugh at the incongruity 
upon the mountains of spices!" (Song of of two aspects of reality, and realize that we 
Solomon 2:8; 8:14, NRSV). Play, as the theo- are distinguishable from both, is not only 
logian Hugo Rahner puts it, is the body central to comedy, but also to humanity. By 
moving "to the effortless measures of a heav- seeing comic juxtapositions, we transcend our 
enly dance."4 environment and become conscious of our-

The laughter of play echoes God's litany of selves. In the laughter of comedy, we exult in 
pleasure echoing through the days of Cre- the freedom of being human. 
ation: "And God saw that it was good." Our Within comedy, humans can use their free-
laughter reverberates to God's delight in his dom to create comparisons through puns. 
creatures: the mountain goats, the deer, the According to Stenson, puns can be sacramen-
wild ass and ox, the ostrich, the horse. "Its tal. "In puns, several different lines of thought 
majestic snorting is terrible. It paws violently, go through the same sign at the same time, and 
exults mightily . . . It swallows the ground; it if one of those lines of thought is religious in 
cannot~stand~stillauhesound~ofthe~trumpet.~- .... some.heightenedsense,~then~thatpun.-·~·-will. 
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be sacramental. "6 

The laughter of comedy also responds to 
the more dramatic comparisons of wit. Rather 
than emphasizing parallel tracks-as in a 
pun-wit spotlights the single point of con
vergence of two dissimilarities. With wit, laugh
ter explodes from the crash of incongruities
for example, the clash of the human and 
divine in the quick Yiddish response to pre
dictions of good fortune: "From your lips to 
God's ear." To encounter a witticism, says 
Stenson, is to careen "into a tangle of logical 
falsity or psychologically self-defeating action, 
our train of thought 

0 ne of my uncles was an evangelist who 
had preached hundreds and hundreds of 

sermons. He made a point of talking rapidly 
and fluently, almost without pause. However, 
one night he was brought up short. As he 
himself told it, he was giving a sermon on the 
Law and how it had not been done away with 
entirely. Reaching for the familiar text from the 
Sermon on the Mount, he started quoting 
confidently from memory, "For verily I say 
unto you, till heaven and earth pass," only in 
amazement to hear himself say, "one tot or 
one jittle shall in no wise pass from the law, till 

all be fulfilled." He was 
thrown off the tracks of so dumfounded he 
rational discourse and joy cannot be scheduled; it went right on talking 
reasonableexpectancy. does not come when sum- and found an appro
... Having struck a d r. . '"F 't. priate place to tryquot
witticism we can only mone ·Joy amves 0J 'l S OWn ing the passage again, 
laugh in shocked sur- accord. joy is the subjective only to hear-in hor
prise."7 d -.F ,.fl li ror-his voice saying, 

While laughter eel- Si e 0 grace.joy OVe1j ,OWS. t "one jit nor tottle shall 
ebrates the human iS a fountain, not a pool of pass ... " In his many 
freedomandcreativity bliss; not a still point, but a tellings ofthis story on 
expressed in comedy, himself he never at-
laughter also recog- wave, rippling unceasingly tempted a recitation of 
nizescomedy'sunder- outward toward others. joy the text from memory. 
scoring of human Remindersofthedis-
limitation-the gap nurtures whatever it touches. tance between human 
between what is ex- ambitions and capabili-
pected and what arrives, between human ties run throughout the Bible. Isaiah employs 
pretense and reality, between what ought to satire to elicit the kind of comic laughter that 
be and what is. The laughter of comedy dissolves pomposity. A hungry carpenter, he 
exposes humanity for the fools and sinners says, selects an oak or a cedar. "Half of it he 
we really are. Comedy's full bag of jest, burns in the fire; over this half he roasts meat, 
prank, joke, burlesque, and parody snickers eats it and is satisfied. He also warms himself 
when the powerful and prestigious person, and says, 'Ah, I am warm, I can feel the fire.' 
forgetting the boundaries, falls flat on his The rest of it he makes into a god, his idol.'' 
face. Winston Churchill, himself stumbling The carpenter "stretches a line, marks it out 
in the election following Britain's greatest with a stylus, fashions it with planes, and 
victory in history, commented on the man marks it with a compass; he makes it in human 
who had replaced him as Prime Minister of form, with human beauty, to be set up in a 
Britain: "The other day an empty limousine shrine." Then the carpenter "bows down to it 
drove up to the curb, and Clement Atlee and worships it; he prays to it and says, 'Save 

..... steppe.d . .o.ut . .".-·--····-·-··-····---·-·---··-·····-······-·--··----··········-·····me,..Jor . .you-are.my-Godr"-Glsa.iah-44~13-19, 
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NRSV). 
Jonah, the reluctant prophet, cuts one of the 

most ridiculously comic figures in the Old 
Testament. Plucked off a runaway cruise, 
dragged back from attempted suicide, Jonah 
suddenly decides to be the biggest prophet of 
them all. He will single-handedly wipe out the 
mightiest nation in the world, Israel's bitterest 
foe--Assyria. Elijah's destruction of the proph
ets of Baal will be a minor skirmish in compari
son. Only, of course, before he can even finish 
his prophet's full denunciation, the people 
repent-and God, to Jonah's horror, forgives 
them. 

Sulking out of the city, Jonah nags at God: 
I didn't want to come in the first place because 
I knew you would do something like this. "I 
knew that thou art a gracious God, and 
merciful, slow to anger, and of great kindness, 
and repentest thee of the evil" Oonah 4:2, 
KJV). At which point this would-be warrior of 
the faith petulantly insists that he simply wants 
to die-that's all-it's better than living. The 
next moment, Jonah becomes rabidly attached 
to the gourd. When it withers, he again insists 
in a faint, "it is better for me to die than to live" 
(vs. 3). 

God, in one of the most ironic speeches in 
the Old Testament, asks this caricature of a 

prophet-who a little while before had been 
ready to conquer a city-"Doest thou well to 
be angry for the gourd?" And Jonah, shriveling 
in stature before our eyes, insists: "I do well to 
be angry, even unto death" Oonah 4:9, 10, 
KJV). 

A man has tried to transcend his limits as a 
human, and the incongruity of his aspirations 
and God's power shrinks Jonah to comic 
proportions. The author of the Book of Jonah 
is simultaneously inviting Israel to laugh at its 
condescending and punitive attitudes toward 
non-Israelites-even Yahweh, for pity's sake, 
can't squeeze within Israel's prejudices! 

In the laughter of comedy, the poets and 
prophets of Israel created a form of dissent. 
Paul, steeped in the Hebrew tradition, called 
on his followers in Corinth to also be "fools for 
Christ" (1 Corinthians 4:10, KJV), the butt of 
derision in their community, dissenters from 
the prevailing wisdom. Of course, Paul, like 
the fool in the medieval European court cel
ebrated by Shakespeare, believed that the 
joke was really on the powerful and disdain
ful. The skeptical establishment were really 
those pitiful folk who could never quite grasp 
what was so funny. Paul and all subsequent 
fools for Christ surrounded by the undeviatingly 
rational and solemn majority, laugh with the 
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assurance that they are the ones who have 
"got it." Because Christ is risen, the joke is on 
skepticism, tragedy, and death: "'Where, 0 
death, is your victory? Where, 0 death, is your 
sting?"' (1 Corinthians 15:55, 56, NRSV). 

Some, of course, focus so fixedly on incon
gruity that the delicate balance of wit is 
overturned. The descant of comedy loses 
touch with the background harmony on which 
it depends. The sense of what is human begins 
to dissolve, fall apart. Satire and irony plunge 
into the absurd. Laughter becomes a scream. 

Good News of Great Joy 

W e are rescued because, in the memo
rable words of C. S. Lewis, we are 

"surprised by joy." The person of faith insists 
that the absurd condition of humankind has 

Mary, Elizabeth, the shepherds; awed to hear, 
"I bring you good tidings of great joy, which 
shall be to all people" (Luke 2:10, KJV).It is to 
be with Mary Magdalene and the "other Mary," 
stunned by an empty tomb and a Christ that 
"'has been raised from the dead,"' then run
ning "with fear and great joy" to tell the 
disciples (Matthew 28:7, 8, NRSV). 

Many cultures have different words for 
happiness and for joy. America has defined 
itself by its commitment to not only life and 
liberty, but also the pursuit of happiness. 
Whether happiness is measured in achieving 
respect and fame, influencing the course of 
history, or enjoying a comfortable leisure, 
Americans assume that happiness is some
thing you can pursue. But joy is not so easily 
within our grasp. Joy cannot be scheduled; it 
does not come when summoned. Joy arrives 
of its own accord. Joy is the subjective side of 

not drowned out all other sounds. In the midst grace. 
of all the paradoxes and dullness, the dry 
ordinariness and recurring pain of human Joy overflows. It is a fountain, not a pool of 
existence, we unexpectedly hear the laughter bliss; not a still point, but a wave, rippling 
of joy. unceasingly outward toward others. Joy nur-

The respected, admired, and somewhat tures whatever it touches. Israel, having re-
feared teacher says without warning: "Mary, turned from exile to jerusalem, gathers before 
thatwasoneofthefinestmathexamsanyone's the water gate for four hours of worship. The 
written for me. Have you thought of going on people think the appropriate action is weep-
in the field?" The son, whom you loved ing and wailing. Vehemently, Nehemiah, Ezra, 
because he had tremendous talent, and basi- and the Levites call a halt. "'[D]o not mourn or 
callywanted to serve his fellow human beings, weep .... Go your way, eat the fat and drink 
but who dropped out, writes home from a sweet wine and send portions of them to those 
distant job: "I've reapplied to take pre-law. I for whom nothing is prepared, for this day is 
hope you don't die of shock." In the midst of holy to our Lord; and do not be grieved, for the 
prickly negotiations, antagonists are aston- joy of the Lord is your strength.' ... And all the 
ished that they have become friends. Or, in a people went their way to eat and drink and to 
worship service attended routinely for years, send portions and to make great rejoicing" 
there is the sudden, sharp delight at realizing (Nehemiah 8:9-12, NRSV). 
that Someone actually does hear the anthems, Those who experience the joy of holiness 
does hallow the prayers. are propelled outward toward others. The 

Joy comes to humans unexpectedly, as a rescued exiles, rejoicing in the joy of the Lord, 
gift. To experience joy is to be surprised by the shared portions with those for whom nothing 
sacred. It is to join those in Luke astonished to is prepared. Those amazed at the news of 

.. _ih~ePointoffearb..y~Christ:s~arrival ... _Zechariah,~·· __ Chrisfs.birth.rush~toshare.the~~good~news of··~-
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great joy for all the people"' (Luke 2:10, 
NRSV). Mary, who '"rejoices in God my Sav
ior,'" immediately "set out and went with 
haste" (Luke 1: 39, 46, NRSV) to tell her cousin 
Elizabeth. Anna, upon seeing the newborn 
Christ, "began to praise God and to speak 
about the child to all who were looking for the 
redemption of Jerusalem" (Luke 2: 38, NRSV). 
The two Marys, astonished at the resurrection 
of Christ, "left the tomb quickly and with fear 
and great joy" (Matthew 28:8, NRSV), and ran 
to share their good news with all the others. In 
the overflowing experience of joy, the sacred 
redeems the world. 

The laughter of joy does not denigrate the 
laughter of play or comedy. Quite the con
trary. When the bouyant tranquility of joy lifts 
us, our pleasures become more playful, our 
humor less strained. The laughter of joy hal
lows the simple experiences of life-pleasure 
in the tasty food of celebrations, delight in 
colors and form of clothes, the fun of playing 
sports with all the gusto at one's command. 
For the person of joy, pleasures afford more 
laughter because we can afford to be less 
serious about them. The laughter of joy res
cues play from frenzied obsessions. Far from 
denegrating our created bodies, joy allows us 
to enjoy our bodies more lightheartedly. 

Joy likewise rescues comedy from moving 
through absurdity to bitterness and despair. 
The joyful person can afford to laugh at himself 
to heal his fellow participant in the human 
comedy: "Listen, Harry, let me tell you about 
the first time I asked the boss for a raise .... "Joy 
does not avoid looking at the evil comedy finds, 
but invites irony to glimpse a wider horizon. A 
sense of the sacred never destroys creation or 
humanity. Joy makes play more jubilant and 
humanity's laughter more robust. 

The relation of the Sabbath to all other days 
expands our understanding of the relationship 
of all laughter to the laughter of joy. Karl Barth, 
the greatest theologian of the 20th century, refers 
to the Sabbath as "a true day of joy," and "the 
mystery of all the other days hastening toward 
it. "8 Sabbath joy does not empty meaning from 
the laughter of other days. The Sabbath does not 
drain these other days of their gaity. Rather, the 
laughter of the week is intensified by the 
culminating joy of the Sabbath. In the week
day laughter of play we enjoy the innocence 
of Eden. Day by day, in the laughter of 
comedy, we recognize the adventure and 
trials of the human pilgrimage. In the full
throated, exultant laughter of Sabbath joy we 
hear all our laughter resonate already to the 
sounds of the Holy City and a God of joy. 
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Responding to 
Pipim and Scriven 
Steve Dailey, David Larson, Kenneth Noel, and Alden 

Thompson debate Adventist interpretations of Scripture. 

En Route to a "Plain Reading" of 
Scripture 

the differing perspectives "meet the 
necessities of varied minds. "2 Ad
ventists have always said that God 
chose a mediated form of revelation 

by Alden Tbompson key biblical events, to our convictions to preserve our freedom. Blasts and 
that God is involved in history and blazes were rare (e.g., Sinai, Dam-

B oth Samuel Koranteng-Pipim human lives (providence), and to ascus Road); instead, a wide variety 
and I cherish Scripture, belong Adventist beliefs and practices. of messengers matched the needs of 

to the same church, love the same Surprisingly, Pipim almost never a wide variety of people. 
Lord, and long for his return. But quarrels with my reading of the text CHANGING TIMES. In the Old Testa-
Pipim is unhappy with my book His concern seems to be that I too ment, foreign wives were accepted, 
Insptratton, and Receiving the Word eagerly point out where one "plain forbidden, accepted, then forbid-
tells why. Now, with hard copy in reading" differs from another "plain den again-depending on the cir-
hand, we can look for common reading" in the same Bible. He needs cumstances. 3 In the New Testament, 
ground, my purpose in this brief to harmonize. I do not-and let me food offered to idols was first for-
critique. explain why, lest I appear to be a bidden (Acts 15) and then tolerated 

For me his book is valuable in nasty critic bent on destroying faith. with a people-sensitive, Spirit-guided 
two major respects. First, the re- My goal is to build faith, and to that shrug (1 Corinthians 8). A "plain 
sponse to the book makes it a pow- end I believe there are powerful rea- reading" of Scripture keeps such 
erful diagnostic tool, revealing the sons for the "differences" in Scripture. passages in place-to help monitor 
arguments and rhetoric that find a the differences between the likes of 

home in Adventism. Second, it is a "' r.aluable Dt"f"Cerences Brother Thompson and Brother 
clarion call for the "plain reading" of V c 1 ~ Pipim. 
Scripture, a great line, and one with DEFINING THE UMITS oF "HUMANITY" 

which I wholeheartedly concur.1 D IFFERENTNEEDS. Speaking directly IN ScRIPTURE. When several witnesses 
But the "plain reading" of Scripture about the diflerences between describe the same event, the Lord 

is precisely what divides us. What Bible writers, Ellen White said: "The reveals "naturally" the limits of the 
seems plain to me is a threat for him, Lord gave His word in just the way human element in Scripture. If Bible 

.. ~aJhreat.to~the.essentiaLhistoricity~of~.~~Hewanted.it~to~comey"·noting~that~·~·~·writers····can····be~·seen-to-be·using 
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"ordinary speech," the "plain read
ing" of Scripture is not at risk. Major 
events stand clear and firm, but we 
allow for what Edwin Thiele, the 
respected Adventist chronologist, 
called "certain slight imperfections 
due to the fallacies of human 
hands."4 

Now the model that allows me to 
see such differences and thus to 
revel in the "plain reading" of Scrip
ture, is suggested by Ellen White 
when she shifts the emphasis from 
the inspired word to the inspired 
person. ("It is not the words ... that 
are inspired, but the men that were 

But those observations and im
plications are not helpful for Pipim, 
for his moral universe is dependent 
on absolutely correct information, a 
model reinforced in this century by 
oft-repeated fundamentalist rheto
ric: "God's absolute test of Scripture 
is its accuracy." And "If God had 
gotten the names mixed up we 
should throw away our Bible. "9 

That's the rhetoric we're up against. 

Significant 
Concessions 

inspired"5).Everywordstillremains But Pipim's armor is not without 
crucial and unchanged ("No man cracks, hints that the Lord may 
can improve the Bible by suggest- yet lead us onto common ground. I 
ing what the Lord meant to say or cite three examples where Pipim 

reflects that new deep-seated con
servatism. 13 Had Pipim been con
sistent with his own statement on 
translations, the tone and content 
of his book would have been quite 
different. 

CASEBOOK VS. CODEBOOK. Although 
rejecting my "casebook" approach 
to Scripture, Pipim adopts a remark~ 
ably similar stance when interpret
ing Proverbs 26:4 and 5 ("Answer 
not a fool .. .! Answer a fool . . . "): 
"Sometimes your answer to a fool 
can make you look like a fool; at 
other times, your answer will help 
him; therefore be careful how you 
answer a fool." 14 Amen. That's a 
casebook approach. Maybe com
mon ground is not far away. 

ought to have said"6). But recog- departs significantly from his ali-or- 1. Samual Koranteng-Pipim, Receiv-
nizing that the Spirit inspired nothing stance. ing the Word (Berrien Springs, Mich.: 
people, instead of words, allows us THE HOW OF INSPIRATION. In a help- Berean Books, 1996), PP· 31-35. The 
to admit to the gap between the ful corrective to the popular view section entitled, "The Historic Adventist 

Approach: Plain Reading of Scripture" 
human words and God himself that all Scripture came by way of (pp. 31-33), is followed by one entitled 
("God and heaven alone are infal- vision, Pipim differentiates three "The Contemporary Liberal Approach: 
lible."7) Ellen White herself said basic methods by which inspira- TheHistorical-CriticalMethod"(pp.33-35). 
that the Lord speaks in "imperfect" tion operates: "visions and dreams," 2. Ellen G. White, Selected Messages 
speech because of our "degenerate "reflection on nature and human (Washington, D.C.: Review and Herald 
senses" and "dull, earthly percep- experience," and "historical re- Publ. Assn., 1958), Book 1, pp. 21, 22. 
·tion." Yet the Bible is still "perfect" search," adding that the Bible writ- 3. Deuteronomy7:3forbidsmarriage 
in its "simplicity" -an adapted per- ers used "sources" in their research.w with non-Israelite inhabitants of Canaan, 
fection, not an absolute one, for That seems to legitimate "source thoughMoseshadanon-IsraeliteCushite 

wife (Numbers 12). Deuteronomy 23:3-
"infinite ideas cannot be perfectly criticism"-according to his mentor, 6 prohibits ties with Moabites and Am-
embodied in finite vehicles of the late Gerhard Hasel, 11 one of the monites "to the tenth generation." Yet 
thought."8 "forbidden" methods linked with Ruth was a Moabite (Ruth 1:4) and 

And Scripture illustrates how a the so-called historical-critical Rehoboam's mother was Naamah the 
flawed humanity can actually en- method. Ammonite (I Kings 14:21), both in the 
hance the power of the message. In TRANsLATIONs. Pipim's remarkably royal lineage from which Jesus was 
1 Corinthians 1:10 to 17, for ex- broad position on translations al- born.AtthetimeofEzra-Nehemiah(ca. 
ample, Paul desperately wants to lows the Spirit to use the New 450 B.C.), foreign wives were dismissed 
say that he hadn't baptized anyone World Translation (Jehovah's Wit- on the basis of Mosaic legislation (Ezra 

10, Nehemiah 13). 
so that no one could claim baptism nesses) and the Clear Word (Jack 4_ Both Gerhard Hasel (Understand-
inPaul'sname-andPauldoesstake Blanco).12 At mid-century, conser- ing the Living Word of God, [Mountain 
his claim. But then his memory vatives loved lower (text) criticism View, calif.: Pacific Press Publ. Assn., 
improves, and before he is through, (transmission and translation of 19801, pp. 57, 58) and Pipim (pp. 316-
he admits to baptizing Crispus, biblical text) and despised higher 319)citeEdwinThiele(MysteriousNum-
Gaius, the household ofStephanas, criticism (authorship, literary analy- bersoftheHebrewKings[Chicago: Univ. 
"and beyond that I do not know sis, and historicity). But then con- of Chicago Press, 1951D as a faithful 
whether I baptized anyone else" servatives discovered that text criti- Adventist scholar who refused to admit 
(vs. 17, NRSV). His message is cism is a powder keg~and the "error'' in Scripture. But when Thiele's 

second edition noted an "error" in con-
clear-and his stumbling endears power to translate is the power to . . h H k" h Gl • _ h . . nectlon Wit eze ta , eason rue er 
htm to us as a real human bemg on interpret and to change. The cur- reviewed the book in Christianity To-
fire for-God:----------------- ···----rent-"KingJames-only-"-movement-----rJay·(A:pril-15;-1966);accusing-Thiele··of 
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abandoning inerrancy and leaving Chris
tians "with all the grave consequences 
ensuing from a partially erroneous Bible." 
Thiele replied: "On the one hand are 
those who feel that the chronological 
data of Kings cannot possibly be as 
accurate as my work has shown them to 
be, and on the other hand are the few 
who regard as altogether inerrant a 
volume in which I admit certain slight 
imperfections due to the fallacies of 
human hands" (Christianity Today, June 
10, 1966). In short, those who deny the 
supernatural or those who claim iner
rancy have difficulty with the "plain 
reading" of Scripture. 

5. Selected Messages, Book 1, p. 21. 
6. Ibid., p. 16. 
7. __ , Counsels to Writet:s and 

Editors, p. 37. 
8. Selected Messages, Book 1, p. 22. 
9. The quotes are from John 

MacArthur, Is the Bible Reliable? (pp. 
121, 128), a book now available only on 
tape (Grace to You, P.O. Box 4000, 
Panorama City, CA 91412). A popular 
southern California dispensational fun
damentalist, MacArthur is a not-infre
quent visitor in Pipim's footnotes. 

10. Pipim, pp. 48, 49. 
11. Hasel's ali-or-nothing position 

comes in a quote from Ernst Troeltsch, 

the acknowledged "father" of the his
torical-critical method: "The theologian 
or exegete must not get the impression 
that he can safely utilize certain parts of 
the historical-critical method in an eclec
tic manner, because there is no stopping 
point: 'Whoever lends it a finger must 
give it a hand'" (Hasel, p. 26). Hasel's 
catalog of (forbidden) methods includes 
source criticism and redaction criticism 
(Hasel, p. 28). 

12. Pipim, pp. 234, 235. 
13. See, for example, G. A. Riplinger, 

New Age Bible V~ions (Munro Falls, 
Ohio: A V Publications, 1993). A subtitle 
on the front cover announces "The New 
Case Against the NIV, NASB, NKJV, NRSV, 
NAB, REB, RSV, CEV, TEV, GNE, Living, 
Phillips, New Jerusalem, and New Cen
tury." For a competent response from an 
evangelical perspective, see James K. 
White, 7be King]ames-Only Controversy 
(Minneapolis: Bethany House, 1995). 

14. Pipim, p. 283. 

Alden Thompson, professor of biblical 
studies at Walla Walla College, received 
his doctorate from Edinburgh Univer
sity, Edinburgh, Scotland. He is the au
thor of Inspiration: Hard Questions, 
Honest Answers (Hagerstown, Md.: Re
view and Herald Pub/. Assn., 1991). 

newmessage-andwithwhomPipim 
identifies-Receiving the Wont is a 
book of labels and accusations that 
seems to cleverly misrepresent people 
much better than it descnbes their 
actual views. Since Pipim dedicated 
an entire chapter to my book, Ad
ventismfora New Generation, under 
the generous heading "Departing 
From the Word," I will hold him 
accountable for the personal misrep
resentations that I found. I will briefly 
respond to the charges and accusa
tions that he makes. 

Shrinking the Catpenter' s Toolbox 

1. He charges that I read Scrip
ture through a "higher-critical lens" 
thatresults, notinperception, but in 
"blindness and deception" (pp. 181). 
This is a remarkable charge, given 
that I have rejected the higher-critical 
approach to Scripture just as consis
tently as a literalistic, legalistic ap
proach. In all three of my books I 
advocate a Christ-centered approach 
to the Bible that fully acknowledges 
that all Scripture is inspired. At the 
same time, I hold that God's highest 
revelation has been given through 
Christ, and that all of Scripture must 
be studied, understood, and inter
preted ultimately through the words 
and acts of Jesus (which I take to be 

by Steve Daily must be held accountable where fully authentic as they stand in Scrip-
his words misrepresent what oth- ture). 

I believe that God has a big tool- ers have said, including what I said 2. In several places he charges 
box; I believe that his kingdom is in my book Adventism for a New that I reject a "Bible-based lifestyle" 

furthered by diversity. The kingdom Generation. (pp. 183}). By this he means that I 
of God is richer for our various do not share his strong emphasis on 
denominations; it is richer for the Noble Bereans or externals such as jewelry, dress, 
diversity that exists in our various N t• B th ? diet, etc., andarguesfromonequote 
Adventist colleges and universities; ega lVe re ren. taken out of context that my "posi-
it is richer for the ethnic diversity tion is not based on Scripture, but 
that we find on our campus; and it The primary point that Pipim on listening to young people and 
is richer for the diversity of views keeps coming back to in his my own experience." Such a con-
that exist between the "liberal left" book is that there is a crisis over the elusion must be based on either 
and the "reactionary right"-pro- Word in Adventism that has been deliberate distortion or scholarly in-
viding that these differences can be generated by "contemporary liberal competence, for if he read my book 
expressed in a spirit of tolerance approaches to the Bible" in our he would have noted that I repeat-
and honesty. ranks, and the application of higher edly emphasize that our standards 

The problem is that right-wing criticism and the "historical-critical must be based on biblical principles 
theology by its very nature tends to method" of interpretation to Scrip- (pp. 20, 270, etc.), and not just 
be dogmatic, monolithic, and intol- ture and the writings of Ellen White. traditions or subcultural norms. 
erant. I affirm Pipim's right to ex- Unlike the Bereans, whom Paul 3. He charges that I advocate a 

... pre.s_s hisvJews,.butl.also_think.he.~.-Praised.for._being_receptive_to.his- ··--~'New.morality.onpremaritalsexand ..... . 
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masturbation"(p.184).Again, Pipim 
shows an expertise for misrepresen
tation and taking passages out of 
their proper context. Anyone read
ing his book would get the impres
sion that I encourage or advocate 
premarital sex and masturbation, 
when in reality my book encour
ages neither of these, and takes a 
very conservative and balanced 
position with regard to both. 

4. Ftptm charges that "week after 
week each Sabbath" I "led students" 
tn our Adventtst untverstty to "clean 
the streets, paint houses and lay joun
dati<ms" (p. 193). Here is another 
example of Pipim totally misrepre
senting my views. Even the most 
superficial reading of the pages he 
quotes in my book to support this 
statement prove it to be nothing but 
a lie. In the 17 years I have served as 
a campus chaplain we have taken 
students out on Sabbath afternoon to 
help with emergency clean-up after 
floods, earthquakes, or riots five or 
six times, and on rare occasions we 
have helped a handicapped person 
or widow with his or her house or 
yard in a non-emergency context. 
These latter forms of service have 
never occurred more than once in a 
year and have been exceptional, 
rewarding, and greatly appreciated 
Yet Pipim states, with nothing to 
back it up, that we have become the 
city's Saturday street cleaning and 
construction crew on a weekly basis. 

There are many other examples I 
could give of his gross misrepresen
tations. When I realized how fla
grantly he distorted my views in his 
book, I could only assume that his 
attacks on so many other schol-
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ars and church leaders were equally 
inaccurate and misinformed. If this is 
the kind of research and scholarship 
that we are to expect from our An
drews University doctoral students, 
then I think it is safe to say that the 
future of our church is in jeopardy. 

A Tare-able Parable 

As I read through the pages of 
Pipim's book, I was struck by 

how he defines Adventism and the 
kingdom of God so narrowly that 
none but his own theological clones 
may enter in. This is always the case 
with those who condemn and seek 
to remove their fellow believers in 
Christ in the name of theological 
purity. Which is why Jesus told a very 
important parable (ignored by Pipim 
in his book) that must seem terrible 
to those committed to cleansing the 
church of theological diversity. 

The message couldn't be any 
clearer. A man Gesus) sowed his 
field with good seed, and at night his 
enemy (the devil) came and planted 
weeds or tares in the same field. 
When the sabotage became appar
ent his servants (disciples or church 
members) asked, "Shall we pull up 
the weeds?" The Master's answer was 
a very clear: " ... No. For in gathering 
the weeds you would uproot the 
wheat along with them" (Matthew 
13:29, NRSV). YetPipim, who prides 
himself in living by the Word, has 
chosen to become a full-fledged 
"Theological Orkin Man." His mis
sion, to exterminate every heretical 
tare or pest, ironically leads him to 
repeatedly violate Jesus' clear com
mand to let the wheat and the tares 
grow together. 

The Carpenter Has 
A Big Toolbox 

J esus modeled and taught 
inclusivity.Jesus continually mar-

the Gentiles, Samaritans, tax collec
tors (Zaccheus), and prostitutes 
(Mary). He even singled out a Ro
man centurion as having greater 
faith than anything he had ever seen 
in all of Israel (Matthew 8: 10). In 
response to Israel's strong ethno
centricity, Jesus said, "I say unto 
you, that many shall come from the 
east and west, and shall sit down 
with Abraham, and Isaac, andJacob, 
in the kingdom of heaven: But the 
children of the kingdom shall be 
cast out into outer darkness: there 
shall be weeping and gnashing of 
teeth" (Matthew 8:11, 12, KJV). 

Yet Pipim insists that an open
ness to God's people in other move
ments (spiritual ecumenicity), and 
criticism of Adventism's exclusive 
claim to being the "Remnant Church," 
is "revisionism" and part of the lib
eral agenda leading church mem
bers down a path of deception. He 
fails to address any of the many 
passages where Jesus and the Bible 
writers warn against exclusivity and 
isolationism. 

Jesus was not just a carpenter by 
profession, he was a "spiritual car
penter" as well. Here was a man 
who generally devoted his life to 
building people up-especially the 
poor, widow, orphan, stranger, the 
disenfranchised, and the outcast. 
Here was a man who had a huge 
"spiritual toolbox," that allowed him 
to constantly reach out and touch all 
kinds of "untouchables" from the 
perspective of the religious estab
lishment. Receiving the Word seems 
committed to shrinking the 
carpenter's toolbox to fit a "vision" of 
Adventism that is both self-centered 
and self-serving. The good news is 
that Jesus is still alive and his toolbox 
is bigger than ever before. 

Steve Daily is chaplain and a member of 
the faculty of the school of religion at La 
Sierra University. He is the author of 
Adventism for a New Generation (Port
land/Clackamas, Oregon: Better Living 
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Please Define Fundamentalism 
by Kenneth Noel 

C hades Scriven's article, "Embrac
ing the Spirit" (Spectrnm, Vol. 

26, No. 3), uses the word funda
mentalism or its derivative at least 
37 times, but nowhere does he de
fme what fundamentalism is. He 
says it leads toward a flat reading of 
the Word and the use of "proof 
texts," and similar epithets, but he 
left me without an understanding of 
the error he was trying to expose in 
Samuel Koranteng-Pipim's book. 

Fundamentaltsm is such a nebu
lous term that, unless a person de
fmes what he means by it, it is 
impossible for the one so accused to 
defend himself. One might as well 
try to fight against fog. It is every
where and nowhere. 

I grew up when liberalism was a 
bad word. I related it to all the 
myriad errors that come from Sun
day-keeping churches, strange ideas 
that come from errors in prophetic 
interpretation, and the "once saved, 
always saved" theology. 

On the opposite end of the spec
trum is an adherence to tried and 

true ideas that forbids exploration 
of new ideas. I remember when 
Uriah Smith's exposition of Daniel 
and Revelation said that Turkey was 
the King of the North. Anyone who 
dared to dispute that was certain to 
by called a heretic by old ministers 
who had grown up with that inter
pretation. 

Since when is it wrong to try to 
defend historic doctrines? Since when 
is it an error to espouse interpreta
tions that differ in degree from the 
historic stand but do not do injustice 
to the basic overall doctrine? 

I foundPipim's book to be thought
provoking and cogent. It allows a 
person to have a slightly different 
opinion without being called a her
etic or a liberal. His chapter on 
"Wrestling With the Word" is espe
cially interesting. It shows that the 
mine of truth is inexhaustible, and 
opposite to dogmatic adherence to 
set ideas of fundamentalism. 

Kenneth Noel, agraduateofWalla Walla 
College, retired from a career as an 
engineer for the space program. He lives 
in Madison, Alabama. 

Three Hosannas for Harmony 
by David R. Larson this term refers to the study of a 

passage's conte.xt(the times, places, 

Contrary to what I gathered from circumstances, and agendas of its 
Samuel Koranteng-Pipim's re- author and audience) while "lower 

sponse to Charles Scriven (Spec- criticism" refers to the study of a 
trnm, Vol. 26, No. 3), it seems to me passage's text (the quantity and 
that the worldwide choir of Advent- quality of its primary manuscripts 
ist theologians sings in hermeneutical and their variations). Others use the 
harmony. To be sure, harmony is term "higher criticism" in reference 
not uniformity, but neither is it dis- to conclusions about such matters 
sonance, let alone cacophony. But that conform to presuppositions that 
even when this is granted, on at variously are materialistic, mecha-

cism" in the frrst sense or accepts it 
in the second. 

A second key note is that of the 
"historical-critical method." Many 
use this term as an umbrella notion 
to cover both "higher criticism" and 
"lower criticism" as defined above 
in the first alternative. Others also 
use it as an umbrella term, this time 
one that covers both types of in
quiry as carried out in harmony 
with the presuppositions mentioned 
in the previous paragraph's second 
option. 

I am aware of no Seventh-day 
Adventist theologian anywhere in 
the world who rejects the "histori
cal-critical method" in the first sense 
or accepts it in the second. 

A third key note is that of sola 
scriptura, what Pipim calls "the sole 
authority of the Bible." Like Martin 
Luther, with whom this expression 
is often associated, many hold that it 
means that Christians have a num
ber of legitimate sources of truth, 
but that the one that is the most 
authoritative is Scripture. Others 
claim that it means that all of our 
religious beliefs and practices, with
out a single exception, must be 
derived wholly and solely from Scrip
ture and absolutely nothing else. 

I am aware of no Seventh-day 
Adventist theologian anywhere in 
the world who rejects sola scriptura 
in the first sense or accepts it in the 
second. 

I feel confident that even Pipim, 
like all of his colleagues in Adventist 
theology of whom I have knowl
edge, accepts "higher criticism," the 
"historical-critical method," and sola 
scriptura in their first sense and 
rejects them in their second. 

Surely this much hermeneutical 
harmony in a community of faith as 
culturally diverse as ours deserves 
at least three hosannas! 

least three of the key notes that nistic, deterministic, individualistic, 
Pipim strikes, this harmony is so or methodologically atheistic. David Larson received his Ph.D. from 

Claremont Graduate School. He is pro-
close as to amount to unison. I am aware of no Seventh-day fessor qf Christian ethics and co-director 

One of these notes is the matter Adventist theologian anywhere in of the Center for Christian Bioethics, 
-~oehighercriticism."-Many-hold~that----the-world-whorejects~~higher--eriti-- --~Loma-linda-Univet'Sity,---~---~~-
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NEWS UPDATES 

Lorna Linda de
velops a drug for 
smoking cessation, 
Adventists send a 
U.S. ambassador to 
Malta, and Walla 
Walla wrestles with 

Lorna Linda Associate Professor 
Pioneers Smoking Cessation Aid 

by jocelyn Anthony 

Dr. Linda H. Ferry, chief of Ferry started her research, but she 
preventive medicine at the was not satisfied to rely on a nico-

Veteran Affairs Medical Center in tine-based remedy. After reading an 
Lorna Linda, California, was the origi- article that linked smoking and de-
nal investigator to study and de- pression-a finding she would later 
velop a promising new aid to smok- confirm in her own research-Ferry 
ing cessation-bupropion (Zyban), turned her attention to nicotine's 
a non-addictive, non-nicotine treat- effect on moods and emotions. 
ment. More than one million pre- "Peoplewhosmoke,"Fenylearned, 
scriptions for Zyban have been filled "are more likely to be depressed," and 
in its first eight months on the mar- nicotine acts as an antidepressant, 
ket. Early sales figures indicate that releasing chemical messengers 
in 1998 alone, Zyban may be used dopamine and norepinephrine into 
by as many as three million people the brain. What she looked for, then, 
who are trying to stop smoking. was a drug that mimicked the positive 
Ferry became interested in helping and reinforcing effects of nicotine. 
people stop smoking as a graduate She selected bupropion (a common 
student at the Lorna Linda School of antidepressant marketed under the 
Public Health. There, she learned trade name Wellbutrin) as a potential 
that smoking is the single worst agent to reduce nicotine withdrawal 
"modifiable cause of premature symptoms. 
death" among Americans. Ferry's In 1991, Ferry-working together 
research interest was stimulated by with psychiatrist Al Masterson-re-
her work at the VA Medical Center. cruited her mother, preventive medi-
In July of 1996, researchers esti- cine resident physicians, and a medi-
mated "30 to 40 percent of veterans cal student as research assistants. 
who come to VA Medical Centers Funding her work with her own 
are nicotine dependent, and more money and a small grant from the 
than 60 percent have smoked at Lorna Linda University faculty re-
some point in their lifetime. . . . " search fund, Ferry conducted a study 
Many veterans, Ferry says, "do not of 45 veterans. The results were 
know how to live life without nico- startling: While not one of those who 
tine." Helping them to stop smoking received placebos was able to quit, 
"is the most important and cost 55 percent of those who received 
effective preventive strategy that can bupropion stopped smoking after 12 
be instituted in VA facilities." weeks of treatment. Between 1992 

Ferry immediately went to work and 1994, Ferry conducted longer-
attacks on its school investigating current smoking ces- term studies with another 190 sub-

sation aids. Nicorette gum was con- jects, again with favorable results. 
OjJ"heelogy-.-------------------sidered-theonly-effeetive-agent-when-------Meanwhile,-Glax0.WellG0me,-the---
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company that manufactures 
bupropion, became interested in 
Ferry's research, conducted trials of 
its own, and provided Ferry with 
additional funding. In May of 1997, 
bupropion, repackaged under the 
label Zyban, became the ftrst FDA
approved non-nicotine-based pre
scription drug shown to be effective 
in smoking cessation. It went on the 
market in July of 1997. 

Some of the latest studies con-

ducted by Glaxo Wellcome show 
long-term success rates for Zyban of 
between 36 and 44 percent, and one 
large study reported in the Journal 
of the American Medical Associa
tion suggests that Zyban is more 
effective than treatments using the 
nicotine patch. 

jocelyn Anthony, a junior English major 
at Columbia Union College, is currently 
a White House intern. 

Adventist Businesswoman 
Named Ambassador to Malta 
by Doris Vincent 

government. 
Prior to her appointment, Proffitt

Haycock worked closely with the 
U.S. government. As a representa-

tive of the telecommunications fteld, 
she attended a 1994 meeting of 
telecommunications executives gath
ered to discuss telephone regula
tions with Vice President AI Gore 
present. In May of 1996 she was a 
United States representative at the 
Information Society and Develop
ment Conference in South Africa. 
She was also a U.S. delegate at the 
Organization for Economic Coop
eration and Development Confer
ence in Paris. 

Proffitt-Haycock is heavily involved 
in the Phoenix Camelback Seventh
day Adventist Church. A mother of 
four, she volunteers her time to youth 
ministries and to her church's finance 
committee. She has also held mem
berships on several committees of the 
Arizona Conference. 

Doris Vincent is a junior communica
tion major at Columbia Union College. 

K athryn Proffitt-Haycock, an ac
tive Seventh-day Adventist 

church member from Phoenix, Ari
zona, was recently appointed by 
President Bill Clinton as ambassa
dor to Malta, an island rich in history 
situated in the Mediterranean Sea. 

Proffitt-Haycock's nomination 
came on September 29, 1997, fol
lowed by a November 6 confirma

Walla Walla College Board 
Accepts Commission's Report 

tion and finally an official swearing J n a specially called meeting in 
that took place on December 17. As Portland, Ore., on December 16, 
an experienced business woman, 1997, the Walla Walla College Board 
she has held many posts, including of Trustees received and voted to 
president of Call America, a long- accept the final report and recom-
distance telephone company she mendations from the Walla Walla 
founded in 1982. She has also served College Commission studying con-
as director ofiCG Communications, cerns raised by constituents regard-
and as vice chair of the Competitive ing the School of Theology and the 
Telecommunications Association, an spiritual training of students on the 
organization that represents tele- Walla Walla College campus. 
communications providers with an- During the meeting, the board 
nual revenues totaling just under $5 unanimously approved the follow-
billion. ing motion: 

Selected as a result of her strong "To accept the Final Report of 
business background and experi- the Commission on the Walla Walla 
ence, Proffitt-Haycock, a onetime College School of Theology as a 
dental hygienist, also cofounded the working document; to refer it to 

lege Board on March 2, 1998." 
In its 3 7 -page report, the com

mission called not only for a timely 
resolution of issues and concerns, 
but also for active efforts to restore 
trust through direct and persistent 
dialogue. It also stated clearly that 
its report was intended to "define 
the issues that have impacted the 
campus and the field, and provide 
recommendations to the board that 
will both alleviate the present ten
sions and secure a strong future for 
the School of Theology in serving 
the needs of the student body as 
part of the larger constituency of the 
Northwest." 

East Valley Dental Hygiene Society the Walla Walla College adminis- The commission's report con-
in Phoenix, and served as its presi- tration for response as the first tained the followingrecommen-
dent. Proffitt-Haycock will be ex- step in the process of its imple- dations and counsel: 
pected to articulate the complex mentation, and to request the col- 1. That the Walla Walla College 
interests-economic included-of lege administration to present its Board should recognize that the 

···---the--United--States-to---the--Maltese-----response-to-the~Walla-Walla-Gol----stated-task-of-higher-education··is 
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indistinct in the minds of the con- fundamental beliefs and mission of 
stituency, and that the college has the Seventh-day Adventist Church. 
grown beyond its original charter to FACILITATION: That the faculty 
the point that its purpose is indis- and administrators both nurture a 
tinct. It is clear that the majority of process whereby progress toward 
graduates do not work in the em- the accomplishment of items 7. a-c 
ployment of the church. can be evaluated. One idea dis-

2. That deliberate efforts be made cussed by the commission was for 
to clarify and update the school the board to set up a representative 
charter and bring all operations into task force under the guidance of the 
harmony with it. board chair and college president, 

3. That a refined and updated perhaps consisting of one represen-
mission and purpose ofWalla Walla tative from the religion department, 
College be clearly communicated to with the other members coming 
the constituency. from the board members; two lay 

4. That the theology curriculum persons; a church pastor; and three 
as expressed in the bulletin be re- administrators, one representing the 
viewed and updated to contain more college, one from the union confer-
detailed information regarding class ence, and the other a local confer-
content and objectives to allow stu- ence. The chairperson shall be one of 
dents to have a better understand- the seven-member task force who 
ing of what to expect from each shall be named by the college presi-
class. dent and board chair. 

5. That a process be developed 8. That the "liberal" image of the 
that ensures that students are happy Walla Walla College religion depart-
with their choice of classes and that ment be adjusted to better reflect the 
they are appropriately matched with liberal-conservative continuum. 
the content and objectives of the a. That the religion faculty en-
class they plan to attend. gage in a self-study to determine 

6. That the mentoring system that why this image has been earned; 
is in place be encouraged and fur- b. That the religion faculty cri-
ther developed. This should include tique their mission statement with a 
dialogue between religion faculty view to aligning themselves very 
and non-religion faculty advisors positively as defenders of the faith 
who will be assisting non-theology and mission of Adventism, and pro-
majors in their selection of religion posing how this will be undertaken 
course requirements. in the future; 

7. That the Walla Walla College c. That the department chair be 
Board oversee clarification and re- rotated on a biennial basis. 
statement of its expectations of the 9. The board oversee a deliberate 
religion department in relation to: adjustment to the balance of the 

a. The purpose for its existence in department to reflect better the ideo-
relation to the needs and expecta- logical spectrum of the constitu-
tions of the North Pacific Union ency. Within an appropriate period 
Conference constituency, particu- of time, the department should be at 

ventist theological perspectives. An 
expanded search committee will 
need to be formed to implement this 
objective. The members of this com
mittee will be appointed jointly by 
the college president and the board 
chair, to include the chair of the 
college personnel committee, serv
ing as chair; the vice president for 
academic administration; the chair 
of the theology department; a pas
tor and a lay person who both are 
members of the board; a conference 
president; union administrator; and 
union ministerial association secre
tary. 

10. That there be a joint effort 
between Walla Walla College and 
church administration toward using 
the resources in the theology de
partment in a more widespread fash
ion to educate the constituency at 
large with a view toward eliminat
ing inconsistencies in the way we 
support our beliefs. And that the 
whole Adventist educational struc-
ture be encouraged to participate in 
a progressive building-block educa
tion enterprise that develops a clear 
understanding of Seventh-day Ad
ventist history and doctrine. 

11. That administrators intention
ally help mitigate the dichotomy 
that now exists between the Ad
ventist Theological Society and the 
Adventist Society for Religious Stud
ies to ameliorate growing tensions 
between the two entities. 

12. That a procedure be formal
ized to allow a mutual review of 
significant concerns and/or correc
tive actions to provide an under
standing of the progress made and 
to enhance communications. 

larly with respect to those who will a point where the liberal-conserva- cOUNSEL: The commission 
enter the teaching and gospel min- tive continuum is better reflected. urges those embroiled in this 
istries of the church; The changes needed may include controversy in the strongest pas-

b. The authority and instructional adjustments in curriculum, in focus, sible terms to set aside feelings of 
treatment of Scripture and the Spirit and potentially, in personnel. animosity, temptations to pass on 
of Prophecy; FACILITATION: That when fill- unsubstantiated stories, and abuse 

c. The curriculum, and how it ing any future vacancies in the de- of influence, to engage in persistent 
should intentionally facilitate the partment, deliberate care be exer- humble dialog in pursuit of resolu-
instruction-and-affmnationof-the-----cisecl-to-achievea--balance-in-Ad--··----tion.-----------------------------------
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That those individuals involved 
in propagating erroneous reports be 
admonished to take action toward 
making amends. 

That administrators at all levels 
encourage the principles of Mat
thew 18 to be fully utilized, i.e., 
common commitment to believe 
nothing until parties involved dia
logue with each other. 

The commission, made up of 
nine board members, was ap

pointed during the May 5, 1997, 
Walla Walla College board meet
ing on the request of Jere Patzer, 
chair of the board, and W. G. 
Nelson, president of Walla Walla 
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College. The group met 10 times 
during its evaluation, from June 
through December of 1997. Com
mission members interviewed fac
ulty and staff of the college, re
viewed letters of concern and com
mendation and heard comments 
from church members in their ef
forts to properly identify the cen
tral issues. 

Commission members were Ron 
Anderson, Alf Birch, Wilfred 
Geschke, Jon Kattenhorn, Stephen 
McPherson, Esther Littlejohn, Bryce 
Pascoe, Carlyle Raymond, and Dave 
Thomas. Bryce Pascoe served as 
facilitator to handle logistical and 
organizational concerns, while 

David Thomas acted as the 
commission's secretary. Chairman
ship was shared by various com
mission members. 

A complete text of the com
mission's Final Report, may also be 
requested in writing from either the 
Office of College Relations, Walla 
Walla College, 204 South College 
Avenue, College Place, WA 99324 
or North Pacific Union Conference 
Communication Department, P.O. 
Box 16670, Portland, OR 97292. 

Adapted from the summary release 
posted on the Walla Walla College Web 
page at (http://www.wwc.edu). Text 
of the full report is also available there. 
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RESPONSES 

Ellen White Was Right: "Increasing 
Light Is to Shine Upon Us" 

For obvious reasons, I read the and Counsels to WritetS andEdttotS, 
September issue (Spectrum, Vol. p. 33-41). 

26, No. 3) with special interest. The Prior to 1980, it was my joyous 
articles by Rosemary Watts, Terrie privilege to take weeks of prayer in 
Aamodt, Charles Scriven, and Samuel most of the leading Adventist col-
Koranteng-Pipim, the letters by Jere leges in the United States. Fellow-
Patzer and David Thomas, and even shipping with the faculties was an 
the last six lines of the article by experience never to be forgotten. 
Patricia Johnston are exceedingly Our college faculties are outstand-
relevant for all who are aware of the ing in expertise and dedication. In 
real nature of the theological con- mixing particularly with those in the 
troversy within Adventism. It can be religion departments, I found both 
simply stated: There is a great gulf loyalty to Adventism and the humil-
fixed between most administrators ity and openness that much study 
and most theologians. As one scholar engenders. 
remarked at Glacier View, "How do I cannot but be reminded of the 

Desmond Ford com- you tell administrators in a few days parable of the emperor who had no 
what it took you decades to learn?" clothes. The recent Spectrum ar-

mentS on Scriven, et The issue is not whether Adven- tides repeatedly allude to contro-

l · d G [ tism has a special place in the plan versy over the sanctuary doctrine. 
a j a retzre enera of God. It is rather whether we have Almost with impatience I inquire, 
ConFerence o~'Ficial the same spirit as the one who "Have not the administrative breth-

'-:1 c; ~J ' wrote, "Most decided changes will ren noticed that our scholars (and 
says the Total Com- have to be made in regard to ideas our editors) who know wen the 

which some have accepted as with- dictum 'publish or perish' for the 
mitment statement out a flaw"; "increasing light is to most part never publish at length 
· . '"" d h shine upon us"; "we have many defending the traditional teaching 

1S a m tstah1e; an t e- lessons to learn, and many, many to of the investigative judgment?" 1t is 
O[oaianS praise the unlearn. God and heaven alone are not because they do not want to 

0 infallible"; "our leading men have believe it, but because they cannot. 
Wesleyan con nee- need of greater light"; and "we are to The list is long of well-known Ad-

• . catch the first gleamings of truth" ventist scholars and editors in this 
tton-to-Adventtsm.---------{see-Testimonies-toMinistei'S,p~-76,----ceuntry-andotherswho-ha:ve-talked .. -
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to me privately of their views, which 
are very close to my own. Even 
some well-known administrators 
also confess to our theological em
barrassment in this area. Elder Neal 
Wilson, in the presence of others, 
told me that LeRoy Froom before his 
death informed him of this problem. 

The historicism that proclaimed 
dates such as A.D. 538, 1798, and 
1844 as biblical is now dead among 
most Adventist scholars. (See Kai 
Arasola's Tbe End of Historicism
the doctoral thesis of one who has 
been both an administrator and 
scholar.) Recent publications on the 
Book of Revelation have followed 
my own commentary (Crisis!, pub
lished in 1982) in repudiating Au
gust 11, 1840, traditional exposi
tions of the seals and trumpets, and 
many other interpretations once held 
sacred among us. The east-west 
Armageddon, Turkey as king of the 
north, the literal 144,000, and at 
least another 15 positions once used 
as the litmus tests for orthodoxy 
have come to their end and none 
shall help them. The 50-year row 
over the "daily" of Daniel 8:13 has 
been followed by an equally attenu
ated dispute over DanielS: 14 and as 
certainly as the old view of the daily 
has been buried, so it will be with 
the traditional interpretation of the 
"cleansing of the sanctuary." 

There really is no need for embar
rassment unless we are determined 
to hold on to error no matter what. 
Roman Catholics are learning, in 
huge numbers, that Luther was es
sentially right; the Episcopalian schol
ars have known for a long time that 
the Baptists are correct regarding 
immersion; dispensationalist schol
ars, in recent decades, have suc
cumbed, one by one (at least pri-

growth, learning, and unlearning? If 
it is true, as Ellen White said, that the 
fact that certain doctrines have been 
believed for years does not make 
them infallible, why are we so coy? 
Are we surrendering to the carnal 
motivation of wishing to be superior 
to all others by clinging to the garb of 
infallibility? Will we refuse to heed 
the admonition that "age will not 
make error into truth, and truth can 
afford to be fair" (Counsels to Writtm 
and Editors, p. 35)? 

The drama played out at Pacific 

Union College, Southern Missionary 
College, and now Walla Walla Col
lege, will be repeated again and 
again in the Adventist world, and 
particularly on this continent-un
less sanity dawns, with wisdom and 
knowledge for the administrators and 
fundamentalist Adventists. Why tear 
apart the seamless robe of Christ that 
adorns his enfeebled and defective, 
but infinitely loved, church? 

Desmond Ford 
Auburn, California 

Total Commitment to Top-Down 
Management "A Real Blooper" 

M y wife and I read with interest 
General Conference President 

Robert Falkenberg's "Total Commit
ment to God" statement (Spectrum, 
Vol. 26, No. 2)-what he terms "a 
declaration of spiritual accountabil
ity in the family of faith." 

We feel that this statement is an 
exercise in futility, and an unfortu
nate waste of time. Despite the 
denials, it's clearly a top-down ap
proach to communication, which-

in this day and age-is outdated. I 
found this to be his style of leader
ship when I knew him in the Inter
American Division and in the South-
em Union. Not that this was a 
surprise-it was the preferred lead
ership style of the vast majority of 
church leaders, boards, and com
mittees in those days. 

We, personally, like many of the 
things Elder Falkenberg has done 
since being elected president of the 
General Conference, but he is hu
man and subject to mistakes, and 
this is a real blooper. 

Alfred McClure seemed to be 
confused and waffled around, Ralph 
Thompson took his usual hard-line, 
top-down stance, and Harold 
Baptiste did the best he could to try 
to defuse a bad scene. 

Warren and Gerri Banfield 
Los Angeles, California 

Don't Straitjacket the Holy Spirit 
vately), to the confession that they Thank you for printing the "Total success of the gospel on what we do 
have been in error regarding both Commitment to God" statement instead of on our daily relationship 
the rapture and the tribulation (not and the North American Division with Christ and his Spirit. Christ's 
one of Cbristtanity Toda)ls 44 edi- response (Spectrum, Vol. 26, No. 2). last command to his disciples was 
tors is a traditional dispensationalist). The "Total Commitment to God" not go, but wait. "He ordered them 
The list could be prolonged. Why statement is fundamentally flawed ... to wait there for the promise of 

·---····should .. Adventism_be_immune-to .... because.it-bases .. the-judgm€mt-and····-·the-.Father-.!'fhis,'-he·said,.!is-what·- £ 
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you have heard from me; for John 
baptized with water, but you will be 
baptized with the Holy Spirit. . . . 
you will receive power when the 
Holy Spirit comes upon you; and 
you will be my witnesses in Jerusa
lem, and in all Judea and Samaria, 
and to the ends of the earth"' (Acts 
1:4-8, NRSV). 

The commission to "go ... teach 
... baptize ... and make disciples" 
will be acted out creatively, natu
rally, and spontaneously by the over
flowing of the Holy Spirit from the 
human heart and should not be 
assessed by a checklist, monitored 
by a group of well-meaning reli
gious elite. Christ's earthly work of 
going, teaching, and making dis-

ciples was constantly misinterpreted 
by the religious leaders of his day. 
How the great commission practi
cally works itself out will be as 
different and unique as the people, 
location, culture, traditions, work 
settings, schools, universities, and 
church to whom and where the 
gospel is presented. Although it is 
the effort of good men attempting 
to preserve the church, I believe 
the "Total Commitment to God" 
statement places the Holy Spirit in 
a spiritual straitjacket. We should 
leave the work of the Spirit in God's 
hands. 

Ronald E. Reece 
Redding, California 

Don't Blame Wesley for the SDA 
Investigative Judgment 

butions that these articles make to an 
understanding of Adventism's past 
and present; so I must humbly ask 
the forgiveness of two of the three 
authors for the following criticism of 
a few of their paragraphs. 

It is understandable that Woodrow 
Whidden (in "Ellen White and John 
Wesley") would attempt to link Ad
ventism's most troublesome and id-

that by them a lively Faith may be 
evidently known as a tree discerned 
by the fruit" (No. 12 of the Anglican 
Articles of Religion, which Wesley 
was required to subscribe at his 
ordinations to the diaconate and 
priesthood). 

The problem with the Adventist 
doctrine of the investigative judg
ment is that it says much more than 
that. Wesley would have been ap
palled by the notion of Satan's pun
ishment making a satisfaction for 
the sins of the righteous-which is 
implied by the rigid parallel the 
Millerite expositors set up between 
the Yom Kippur ritual and the Sec
ond Coming. And, while Wesley 
certainly believed in the possibility 
of being perfected by grace in this 
life (which is an old Catholic doc
trine, by the way), he would not 
have thought much of the distinc
tion that the Adventist doctrine 
makes between the forgiveness and 
blotting out of sin; for, if a person 
can still be punished for a sin that 
God has forgiven but not "blotted 
out" in the (Adventist) investigative 
judgment, then the forgiveness must 
be conditional. If the "blotting out" 
of sin referred merely to the morti
fication of sinful habits so that no 
more sinful acts will be committed 

iosyncratic doctrine, the investiga- (complete sanctification), then there 
tive judgment, to a figure so would be no more problem. But 

I wish to express my gratitude to ecumenical and respectable as that is not how the investigative 
the editors of Spectrum for offer- Wesley. But it won't work. Wesley judgment is explained in Tbe Great 

ing its readers three fine articles on may have used the doctrine of a final Controversy and other traditional 
"Adventism's Methodist Roots" (Spec- judgment to thrash the Calvinists Adventist sources. I suspect that Mr. 
trnm, Vol. 25, No.5). Wesleyanismis (who, in my opinion, always deserve Whidden is here trying to use a 
certainly the spiritual link that con- a good thrashing), but here he is Wesleyan teaching to present a 
nects the generations of my own merely repeating what Christians al- slimmed-down version of an Ad-
family. My Midwestern forebears con- ways and everywhere have professed. ventist teaching, so as to eliminate 
verted to the Adventist Church from The Nicene Creed says that Christ those troublesome features of the 
the Methodist, no doubt recognizing "shall come again, with glory, to doctrine which many Adventists no 
in the writings of Ellen White much judge both the quick and the dead." longer wish to retain. But the Ad-
of what they were already familiar And of course that judgment will be ventist creed will not be reformed 
with. And I, since leaving the Ad- investigatory;forhowcouldanyjudge by scholarly sleight of hand. 
ventist Church, have chosen to serve render a just verdict without an in- My criticism of one part of David 
as a priest in the church in which vestigation to determine the facts? At Larson's article ("Wesley Keeps Dad 
John and Charles Wesley exercised theLastJudgmentthefactspresented and Me Talking") points in exactly 
their ministry. If space would permit, in the case of each Christian will be the opposite direction. If modem, 
Ishoul<.tpraisethemany-solid-contri~-his-orher"Good~Works;-;-;-~-ins<'>much------eclueatecl-Adventistssuffer-acuteem-- ... 
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barrassment over the peculiarity of 
the investigative judgment (and so 
are driven to look for a similar doc
trine outside Adventist tradition), they 
are smitten with overweening pride 
when they point to the uniqueness of 
the Adventist doctrine of conditional 
immortality. Hence, on this point, 
they tend to magnify the differences 
between Adventist "present truth" 
and traditional Christian doctrine. 

There is certainly a difference 
between the general belief that con
sciousness continues after death and 
the Adventist contention that "the 
dead know nothing" (NRSV). But 
isn't that difference enough? Advent
ist scholars tum silly when they be
gin to expatiate upon the difference 
between the Hebraic and Hellenistic 
view of man. Since when did the 
Platonic doctrine of the soul become 
the "Hellenistic" view? Have we for
gotten that Socrates (who serves as 
Plato's mouthpiece in the Dialogues) 
was condemned to death by the 
citizens of Athens on a charge of 
having corrupted the youth of the 
city with his teaching? If Socrates was 
articulating orthodox Hellenic views, 
then I should hate to have witnessed 
how the Athenians dealt with heretics. 

There is in fact a huge difference 
between Homeric and Platonic an
thropology. But between the Homeric 
idea of what happens to human 
beings after death and the Hebraic 
idea (as represented in the Old Tes
tament), the difference is slight. In 
the Diad and Odyssey, the slain war
riors become shades in Hades. In the 

sacred scripture to the pagan Greeks. 
Now at this point Larson will 

protest that it was the Platonic an
thropology in particular that influ
enced the Greek and Latin Fathers, 
and by that conduit infected Chris
tian tradition with the alien doctrine 
of an immortal soul (as opposed to 
the Homeric/Old Testament doc
trine of a barely conscious shade 
languishing in Hades/Sheol). Yes, 
early Christian thinkers did get a 
strong dose of Plato through the 
writings of Origen and Pseudo
Dionysius. But that doesn't mean 
they all became Platonists. In the 
Republic, Socrates speaks of the hu
man soul's purification through a 
series of reincarnations (metem
psychosis); and then, when the proc
ess is complete, the soul can make its 
escape from the material world and 
live as a free spirit. Where do you 
find that in any of the Greek or Latin 
Fathers? Every one of them adhered 
to the biblical and creedal doctrine of 
the resurrection of the body. Did 
they learn from Plato to view body 
and soul as two separable entities (a 
"dualistic" anthropology)? Perhaps. 
But if they did make such an appro
priation, they had strong encourage
ment from St. Paul, who in 2 Corin
thians speaks of being "at home in 
the body" (2 Corinthians 5:6) while 
being away from the Lord in this 

present life, and also expresses anxi
ety at the thought of being naked 
without a body after death. 

And before we leave this subject of 
the purported corruption of Christian 
doctrine by Hellenistic ideas, let us 
also note Thomas Aquinas's use of 
Aristotle. Aquinas followed Aristotle 
in defining the soul as the form of the 
body, and the body as the matter of 
the soul. Without a soul, the body 
decays and becomes shapeless. With
out a body, the soul cannot function. 
Does Aristotelian/Thomistic anthro
pology, which is now standard in 
Roman Catholic theology, present a 
view of the human being as a psycho
somatic unity? It surely sounds that 
way to me. I will concede that it 
doesn't quite match the wacky Chris
tian materialism that some Adventist 
scholars and preachers espouse. Are 
they trying to win over atheists with 
their claim that the mind and brain are 
one and the same? I doubt you will 
find that "Hebraic" notion taught in 
the synagogue. And I don't think it 
quite agrees with the traditional Ad
ventist doctrine of soul sleep either. 

Despite these minor objections, 
Whidden and Larson both wrote 
very good articles. 

Jeffrey Smith 
Rector, All Saints Anglican Church 

Aiken, South Carolina 

Larson Responds: Thanks Be to 
Wesley for Being a Spiritual Link 

Old Testament they become shades How grateful I am that Jeffrey ture nor restrict themselves to it. 
in Sheol. Odysseus can speak to the Smith responded in a thought- Tradition, reason, and experience 
summoned ghost of Agamemnon, ful way to my article despite his also deserve consideration, even 
and Saul to the summoned ghost of busy schedule as the rector of an though Scripture is the primary 
Samuel. The Hebrew Sbeol is the Anglican church! And how happy I source. If a conflict emerges in what 
GreekHade5withoutthedeity(which am that Wesleyanism is the "spiri- we learn from these sources, we 
is why the latter could be substituted tuallink" that connects the genera- should re-examine all four without 
for the former in the Septuagint and tions of the family, be they Anglican, protecting our interpretations of 
New Testament).Y ou can't use the Methodist, or Adventist! evidence from any. This, I believe, is 
world-weary Preacher to trump 1 Because he did not object, I pre- a Quadrilateral in particular. It seems 
Samuel, Isaiah, Ezekiel, and Job, any sume that Smith agrees with the that Smith concurs. 
more than you can use the dissident article's primary point that Chris- I regret that in my article Smith .. 
~Socrates-to~trump-Homer,-who~was~-~--~tians-should-neither-negleet-Serip---~-~-:found-an--~overweening-pride" ··-in --1 
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the alleged "uniqueness" of the 
Adventist doctrine of "conditional 
immortality." I am proud of Adven
tism's emphasis on the psychoso
matic unity of the human self, but I 
do not want to be so in an offensive 
way. Neither do I want to leave the 
impression that this emphasis is 
unique to Adventism. It isn't. The 
denial of a basic dualism between 
body and soul is now one of the 
most widely held views among theo
logians of all denominations. In this 

does appear to me and to others that 
Plato was much more of a dualist 
than was Paul ofTarsus, even though 
opposite tendencies can be found 
in each, and that this aspect of 
Plato's thought has not always been 
helpful. I gather from his appeals to 
Homer that Smith agrees. 

Once again, I thank Jeffrey Smith 
for his ministry and for his thought
ful response to my article. I am 
genuinely grateful for both. 

David R. Larson 
Faculty of Religion 

Lorna Linda University 

Whidden: The Investigative 
Judgment Is Not Non-Wesleyan 

regard, Adventist theology appears I would like to thank Jeffrey Smith could well be that such an idea was 
right but not alone. for his mostly positive response "implied by the rigid parallel the 

Smith obsetVes that Adventist to the "many solid contributions" Millerite expositors set up between 
understandings of human nature made in the clutch of articles on the the Yom Kippur ritual and the Sec-
are closer to those of Aristotle and Adventist roots of Methodism. I am ond Coming." I am, however, hard 
Aquinas than to those of Plato, also appreciative of the humble spirit pressed to find such parallel impli-
Plotinus, and Augustine. He is cor- in which he offers his "criticism" of cations in standard Seventh-day 
rect. TheAdventistphilosopherJean these articles. I would like to re- Adventist literature. It is not taught 
Zurcher also made this point in The spond in the same spirit. by Ellen White or any minister, 
Nature and Destiny of Man (New While it is true that Wesley did theologian, or evangelist that I know 
York: Philosophical Library, 1966), not have all of the elements of the of. I would ask Smith to produce 
a volume that received favorable Adventist doctrine of the investiga- evidence to support such a claim. 
reviews by both Roman Catholic tive judgment, I am not convinced Furthermore, I am not sure ex-
and Protestant scholars. that he would have found the doc- actlyhowWesleywouldreacttothe 

Thankfully, we do not have to trine as "troublesome and idiosyn- "distinction that the Adventist doc-
choose between materialism and ide- era tic" as Smith surmises. I am grati- trine makes between the forgive-
alism, both of which are "wacky" in fied that Smith has affirmed that, for ness and blotting out of sin." But I 
opposite ways. Much more promis- Wesley and much of the Christian would like to pose the following 
ing alternatives can be found in those tradition, there has been a clear question: In the spirit of Wesleyan 
approaches that deny a fundamental recognition that the last judgment theology, does it really matter 
split between mind and matter. I am does involve an "investigatory" ele- whether the forgiveness of sins is 
attracted to the "organic realism" of ment and that such an "investiga- final or conditional if the person 
philosophers like Alfred North tion" deals with the "good works" of finally loses faith in Christ and his 
Whitehead and Charles Hartshorne each Christian. I could just wish that redeeming grace? Once one assumes 
and theologians like Daniel Day Wil- Smith and others would give Ad- that Christian perseverance is con-
liams,John B. Cobb,Jr., and Schubert ventist thinkers more credit for re- ditional and not unconditionally 
Ogden, all of whom also descend covering such an emphasis on "re- granted(contrarytoclassicCalvinist 
from the English Reformation. But I sponsible grace" in the Christian claims), itreallymatterslittlewhether 
am also drawn to the "nonreductive teaching of the last judgment. previous sins have been condition-
physicalism" Nancey Murphy defends I am also sure, along with Smith, ally or unconditionally forgiven. All 
from an Anabaptist point of view in that Wesley would have been "ap- it takes is a persistent faithlessness, 
Reconciltng Tbeology and Science: A palled by the notion of Satan's pun- manifest in attitudes of impenitence 
Radical Reformation Perspective ishment making a satisfaction for and willful disobedience to the 
(Kitchener, Ontario: Pandora Press, the sins of the righteous"-if one known will of God, to bring about 
1997). Similar alternatives can be means by this language that such eternal loss. Whether all the sins of 
found elsewhere. "satisfaction" has meritorious, re- the finally impenitent eventually 

Smith indicates that we should demptive value (as Smith and many come back on their heads will be a 
neither exaggerate the differences critics of the Adventist doctrine of very academic consideration for the 
between the Hebraic and the Helle- the investigative judgment seem to lost when they are standing before 
nistic traditions nor overlook the suggest). But do Seventh-day Ad- God speechless because of the hor-
variations--ineach; I-agree; --BuHt-----ventists--teaeh-any-such-thing?--It------rid-realization-of-their-lostness-a. 
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loss caused by persistent, irrespon
sible unbelief. I really can't imagine 
that Wesley would have been all 
that troubled by any such distinc
tion. I can, however, imagine that 
he would be deeply troubled by the 
spirit, so common in our day, that 
seeks to comfort people with some 
sort of cheap grace idea that God 
will vouchsafe a mushy, indulgent 
mercy to those who persistently 
engage in attitudes and acts of unre
sponsive faithlessness. 

All of this raises a cou pie of final 
questions: What does it really mean 
for Christians to live in the anti
typical day of atonement? To an-

swer this question, I would like to 
invite Smith (and others) to a careful 
and prayerful re-reading of the chap
ters in Ellen White's book Tbe Great 
Controveeythat deal with the inves
tigative judgment (chapters 23-25). 
The gist of the issue seems to involve 
the following closely related ideas: 
God is seeking to raise conscious
ness about (1) the nearness of the 
end of probationacy time (hence it is 
urgent that we respond to Jesus 
quickly); (2) the High Priestly inter
cession of Jesus who longs to grant 
both an abundance of justifying and 
sanctifying grace-hence the impor
tance of "responsible" living mani-

fest in obedience to all the known 
and revealed will of God (the law of 
God has not been done away with or 
changed); and (3) that there will be 
a judgment according to works where 
the professed people of God will 
ultimately have to give an answer as 
to how they responded to God's 
gracious redemptive initiatives. 

Now to my fmal question: I sim
ply ask Smith to tell us what, in 
principle, is so non-Wesleyan and 
unbiblical about such ideas? 

Woodrow Whidden 
Andrews University 

Berrien Springs, Michigan 

Fourteen Colleges Into Two Schools Just Won't Go 

I agree with the premise (Spec
trum, Vol. 26, No. 1) that if we 

were starting our college system 
from scratch now we would cer
tainly have fewer colleges. But the 
reality is that each of our colleges 
has loyal alumni and other support
ers. It is not feasible to close more 
than one or two of our colleges, if 
any. A solution is to avoid the dupli
cation of majors and programs that 
each college tries to support inde
pendently. This is too expensive 
and inefficient at a time of lowered 
resources. Why, for example, do we 
need to offer a dozen bachelor's 
degrees in physics? The same ques
tion applies to other programs. We 
also offer duplicate graduate pro
grams. Why do we have three or 
four master's degree programs in 
biology? 

Let's start getting our North Ameri
can colleges working together to 
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eliminate inefficient duplication. 
Lower tuition would result. Our 
schools are currently all but closed 
to the poorer members among us. 
With enhanced and cheaper pro
grams, we could attract more stu
dents, including those gifted ones 
who are currently schooled else
where. We could choose certain 
programs for each school, and divvy 
up our course offerings for all our 

Letters to the editor 
are welcome, and 

will be considered for 
publication unless oth
erwise specified. Direct 
correspondence to 
Spectrum, P.O. Box 
5330, TakomaPark, 
Maryland 20913 
(U.S.A.). The editors 
reserve the right to 
condense letters 
prior to publication. 

schools appropriate to each of their 
locations, strengths, and needs. 
Clearly this would require vecy care
ful planning and cautious imple
mentation. 

We have let our colleges do their 
own thing for too long. It's time to 
get cracking on something better. 

LanceT. Hodges 
Grand Terrace, California 

Back on Zion's 
Holy Mountain 

The article by Delmer Davis, en
titled "Growing Up on Zion's 

Holy Mountain" (Spectrum, Vol. 26, 
No. 1), gave me many hearty laughs. 
But I must add that life on that holy 
mountain 10 years earlier was even 
more strict, especially when you 
lived in the women's dormitory
"Graf Hall." In those days, one had 
to wear sleeves that wrinkled at the 
elbow, and skirts 12 inches from the 
floor, whether you were five or six 
feet tall. 

Geneva Beatty 
Long Beach, California 
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